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" within Naval activity comptroller departments to demon-
strate how the basis for a standardized framework
for evaluations can be developed for Navy-wide applica-
tioris. Sets of potential critical elements for three
specific positions were derived based on this framework
and an example of performance standards for a specific
critical element was shown. In conclusion this thesis
makes several recommendations for ensuring that the intent
of the CSRA requirement for flexibility of performance
evaluation is maintained while allowing guidance and
standardization from higher authority.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the impact of the Civil Service

Reform Act (CSRA) of 1978 on performance evaluation at the

field activity level. Reviews of both the CSRA and various

methods of performance appraisal are conducted in order to

analyze performance evaluation characteristics relative to

the requirements of the CSRA for performance appraisal. The

results of this analysis were then compared to specific

positions within Naval activity comptroller departments to

demonstrate how the basis for a standardized framework for

evaluations can be developed for Navy-wide applications.

Sets of potential critical elements for three specific

positions were derived based on this framework and an

example of performance standards for a specific critical

element was shown. In conclusion this thesis makes several

recommendations for ensuring that the intent of the CSRA

requirement for flexibility of performance evaluations is

maintained while allowing guidance and standardization from

higher authority. *
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL

A survey of literature on management practices for

evaluating productivity and efficiency, conducted by this

author, indicates that formal appraisal of personnel perfor-

mance has become a traditional way of life in many areas of

industry and business. Realization that the achievement of

organizational goals is dependent on human resources has

made evaluation of performance, usually more tolerated than

accepted, a necessary evil. Studies indicate that the

practice of formal evaluation of at least managerial personnel

is almost universal among large firms [Ref. 1].

Evaluations play an important and integral role in

organization management. They provide the information 1
needed by managers to base decisions on pay and promotion,

they are used in making future plans concerning operations

and staffing requirements, and they inform management of

current problems. Performauce evaluations can be used as

a basis for rewards, providing motivation to employees and

resulting in increased productivity for the organization

[Ref. 2].

Although the need for valid and accurate evaluations

exists [Ref. 3], it may not always be recognized by super-

visors. In many situations the embarrassment of criticizing

J 7



a subordinate leads to false evaluations, and the refusal

or inability to spend time on the procedure tends to

increase inaccuracies [Ref. 4]. An argument, offered by

managers in response to the general attitude of some

companies toward performance evaluation, is for management

to either abandon the half-hearted attempt or to put forth

the required effort to promote valid evaluations [Ref. 5].

Impetus has been added to this argument by Federal court

rulings on cases on employment opportunities and conditions

of employment under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

and regulations of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance [Ref. 6].

Performance ratings for civilian employees of the Federal

government date back to 1789 and have been required by law

since the passage of the Performance Rating Act of 1959 [Ref. 7].

According to a 1979 survey of Federal employees conducted

by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), formerly the

Civil Service Commission, the old rating system is not

regarded as a valid measure of performance [Ref. 8]. Only

39% of the workforce surveyed stated that pay and promotion

depend on performance. It would appear that many employees

and supervisors question the purpose of the system [Ref. 9].

The performance ratings being questioned are assigned by a

supervisor, based on his or her subjective opinion.

8
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The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (CSRA), an attempt

by lawmakers to introduce reform into the public sector,

mandates a major revision of the current Federal government

performance appraisal system to be implemented by October

of 1981. The new system, which will require a more objective

evaluation of performance, is part of the reform which will

attempt to decentralize and delegate personnel management to

individual agencies and to introduce efficiency, effective-

ness and productivity into the Federal government. The

onus is on each individual agency to develop and implement

a system of performance evaluation that will best suit its

needs and achieve the desired goals of the reform act [Ref. 10].

Within the Department of the Navy (DON), the attempt to

develop and implement an appraisal system that will provide

a uniform basis for performance measurement will affect Navy

field activities in varying degrees, depending on the number,

type and level of positions filled by civilian employees.

For the military manager who is required to evaluate several

types of subordinate employees: other military officers,

enlisted personnel and civil service (General Schedule and

Federal Wage System), this author contends that specific

standardized guidelines and directives will be required in

order to make the system work. Lack of standardization,

from using different evaluation forms or procedures at

different activities, in this author"s opinion, could cause

9
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the difference in performance reports for comparative positions

to be the result of the evaluation system and not due to

actual performance.

Already some federal agencies have attempted to implement

the required performance appraisal systems based on different

methods of examining and evaluating job performance [Refs.

11, 12]. One approach to performance appraisal that appears

to be frequently used by military organizations is the

objective setting or Management by Objectives (MBO) technique

[Ref. 13]. Because of the linkage between organization

goals and individual performance in MBO systems it is par-

ticularly applicable to appraisal of managerial performance.

It is an approach that is frequently used in the private

sector for the evaluation of executive employees [Ref. 14].

B. PROBLEMS

The higher the job is in the organization the more diffi-

cult it becomes to define job elements and establish objec-

tives (Ref. 15]. From the literature it appears that in the

case of non-supervisory positions, which generally encompass

routine tasks, objective evaluations present no major diffi-

culty to either the public or private sectors. The output

is usually measurable and the quality of the work is

apparent. However, when faced with the problem of establish-

ing goals for supervisory positions and setting meaningful

performance standards, the task becomes somewhat more

10
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difficult. The appraisal of performance has a tendency

to become more subjective than objective. In commercial

businesses, the profit motive lends itself to assessing

achievement, but, in government agencies the results of

performance are less tangible and achievement is more diffi-

cult to measure.

Among the major problems faced by government agencies in

complying with the CSRA is the development of evaluation

systems. The systems must have established critical job

elements and appropriate performance standards to ensure

that required objectives are met by supervisory personnel

in positions that are found in numerous units within the

organization. What are the critical elements of a position

that are common to all units? How can these elements be

used to standardize performance ratings and still retain

the level of flexibility required to promote the goals of

the CSRA? The literature indicates that these are the

questions presently facing agencies and subagencies of the

Federal government.

As the responsible office for financial management policy

within DON, the Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCOMPT), is also

the responsible agency for developing and issuing standard

functional guidelines for use in individual comptroller

organizations at field commands [Ref. 16]. As such, NAVCOMPT

is concerned with the requirements, established by the CSRA,

11, !



for revision of the existing performance evaluation system

for civilian financial management personnel [Ref. 17]. The

duties and responsibilities for positions within each division

and level of the comptroller organization are well defined

within the NAVCOMPT Manual [Ref. 18]. In order to provide

the standardization required to ensure evaluations are based

on the same criteria for comparable positions, this thesis

attempts to show how to determine the critical elements of

specific positions, as defined by the NAVCOMPT Manual, that

could be utilized Navy-wide. It also attempts to show how

performance standards for those elements can be decided upon

to demonstrate how each field activity can evaluate personnel

within these criteria.

C. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The CSRA places a major emphasis on decentralized control

of personnel management. It provides flexibility to agencies

in setting standards for their employees for outstanding per-

formance. However, the performance appraisal systems estab-

lished must provide information useful in such matters as

competitive promotions and training (Ref. 19]. The intent

of this thesis is to demonstrate how critical elements and

performance standards can be established in order to provide

an objective basis for performance evaluation of civilian

personnel, specifically supervisory personnel.

~ - 12



In order to apply the techniques discussed in a

reasonably realistic situation, the scope of this thesis

will be limited to three specific positions within the comp-

troller department of the typical Navy field activity.

The similarity of positions in the comptroller department

between various organizations is typical of many jobs within

the Federal government structure. A standard evaluation

for each similar position should be developed in order to

ensure that employees holding these positions remain on a

competitive basis. Yet care must be taken in order to allow

the objectives to be decided upon by the local supervisor

and subordinate. This thesis will attempt to demonstrate

how standardized evaluations that allow for flexibility at

thd field activity can be developed.

D. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

This thesis was basically prepared in three stages. The

first stage consisted of the review of the requirements of the

CSRA and its impact on performance evaluation in the Federal

government. A literature search of performance appraisal

methods was conducted to determine which methods were

viable within in the context of the CSRA. Various methods

of evaluating personnel utilizing these methods were then

reviewed and discussed herein. Along with each method dis-

cussed the author includes an informal comparison between

the method and the criteria for performance appraisal required

by the CSRA.

13f



In the second stage, the author attempted to demonstrate

how the basis for determining standardized criteria for

evaluation can be developed for Navy-wide application.

This was accomplished by the collection and survey of informa-

tion regarding the three positions to be studied in this

thesis. The author obtained copies of the classification

standards for the occupational and job series for each

position. Positions descriptions (PD's) for each of the

positions were then obtained from 10 Navy field activities

in order to form a non-statistical sample from which critical

job elements could eventually be developed. Interviews were

conducted with the comptroller department and/or Civilian

Personnel Office at all of the activities surveyed in order

to determinc their present methods of performance evaluation.

The third stage attempted to show how local activities

are to establish their own objectives for goal accomplishment

within the requirements of the CSRA. The author examines the

content of the PD's, classification standards and NAVCOMPT

Manual requirements described in the previous stage. Target

areas in which performance is critical were determined based

on the above mentioned examination. From these "critical

areas" critical elements, relevant to each position, were

derived. The author then demonstrated how performance

standards could be derived from critical elements. Conclusions

were then derived based on the analysis described above.

14
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E. THESIS ORGANIZATION

Chapter I provides a general insight into performance

evaluation systems as an integral part of organization

management. It emphasizes the need for the implementation

of effective performance measures within the agencies of the

Federal government for civilian employees.

Chapter II describes the CSRA of 1978 and its requirements

for performance evaluations. Chapter III then examines methods

of performance appraisal and compares major characteristics

of each system to the CSRA criteria for performance appraisals.

In Chapter IV the Navy comptroller organizational structure

at the field level activity is described. Specific middle

management positions are used to illustrate how critical

job elements can be established. The chapter discusses the

use of the requirements and concepts discussed in Chapters II

and III, to determine critical job elements. The results

of the analysis, along with conclusions and recommendations

for establishing criteria for any position covered by the

CSRA will then be presented in Chapter V.
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II. THE CIVIL SERVICE REFORM ACT (CSRA) OF 1978

A. GENERAL

The CSRA is an all-encompassing reform which affects

virtually every area of the civil service. This chapter

describes the major aspects of the Act in general terms and

then focuses on the performance appraisal requirements in

detail. The author feels that an overall description of

the CSRA is necessary to demonstrate the emphasis that the

Act places on evaluating employee performance. According

to the many authorities referenced in this thesis, the

success of the CSRA is dependent on the development and

maintenance of the appraisals required, and the acceptance

of the new appraisal system by civil service employees.

On October 13, 1978, the CSRA was signed into law by

President Carter. The CSRA is thought to be the first

comprehensive reform of the Civil Service regulations which

originated under the Pendelton Act in 1883 and replaced the

politically oriented "spoils" system [Ref. 20]. The former

chairman of the United States (U.S.) Civil Service Commission

(CSC) and now present director of the Office of Personnel

Management (OPM), Alan K. Campbell, states that the law, which

affects virtually all civil service employees, is designed

to improve government efficiency and to balance management

authority with employee protections [Ref. 21].

16



According to Campbell, the Civil Service reorganization

addressed three basic problems [Ref. 22]:

1. Increasing management flexibility and removing
obstacles to effective management.

2. Addressing and trying to %rrect a management
view that the employee appeal process is biased
toward employees and an employee view that the
process is management dominated.

3. Making merit system abuses more difficult.

Another overall target for correction was to streamline

the cumbersome system which was so overburdened with regula-

tions that it was practically impossible to take action on

unfavorable employee performance [Ref. 23].

Along with the CSRA, Congress approved two additional

reform measures in an attempt to effectively reorganize

government services. Reorganization Plan No. 1 was imple-

mented in 1978, and it transferred the leadership and

enforcement of provisions of the Civil Rights Act affecting

the Federal government for CSC to the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission [Ref. 24].

Reorganization Plan No. 2, effective January 1979 as

were most provisions of the CSRA, divided the functions of

the CSC between two new agencies, OPM and the Merit Services

Protection Board (MSPB) [Ref. 25]. The purpose for the

creation of these two agencies was to end the alleged

conflict between government efficiency and employee rights

[Ref. 26], both of which were the responsibility of the

17
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dual-purpose CSC. Now OPM, under Executive branch

administration, carries out the personnel functions responsible

for government efficiency. MSPB, an independent agency,

investigates alleged personnel abuses and protects the rights

of federal employees [Refs. 27, 28].

The significance of the CSRA reforms is that they

encourage Federal personnel to be more efficient, effective

and productive. OPM's overall emphasis, further clarified

by the reform act, is on greater decentralization of personnel

management responsibilities. Under the auspices of OPM, many

agencies have gained greater control of their organizations

and operate with more flexibility and effectiveness (Ref. 29].

MSPB acts independent of Executive branch intervention to

alleviate any conflicts of interests that arise from abuse

of employee rights and at the same time tries to eliminate

inefficiencies inherent in the system [Ref. 30].

Based on a survey of critiques of the Act by this author,

it appears that the general consensus of opinion is that

most of the reforms appear to be predicated on the performance

evaluation of government service employees. Development and

maintenance of adequate criteria for performance evaluation

is one of the key factors that will determine the success

of the CSRA [Ref. 31].
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I II

B. NEW PROVISIONS OF THE CSRA

Under CSRA management decisions ranging from pay and

bonus determinations to separations and demotions will be

based on objective evaluations of performance related

standards. Since it appears that many of the major reforms

incorporate the new performance appraisal systems required,

a brief description of the nine major titles of the CSRA,

as described in Title 5, U.S. Code, is provided below. All

material included is from the CSRA and an executive summary

of the CSRA distributed by civilian personnel offices to

managers [Ref. 32]. Appendix A contains a list of defini-

tions of key words frequently used in the text of the CSRA.

1. Title I Merit System Principles

Section 101 of the CSRA states the nine basic merit

principles that are to govern all personnel practices in the

Federal government. The law also defines prohibited practices

to prevent misuse of merit systems and the required disciplinary

measures for offenders.

2. Title II Civil Service Functions; Performance
Appraisals; Adverse Actions

There are three major concerns under this title.

Section 203 abolishes the existing government-wide performance

evaluation system. Agencies are required to set up new

systems that specify performance requirements and tie person-

nel actions more closely to each individual employee. This

section provides for removal, reduction in grade or

19



reassignment of any employee who continues to have

unacceptable performance.

Section 204 redefines adverse actions and specific

methods for reducing in rank or removing an employee for

unacceptable performance. It also specifies the procedures

involved in removing poor past perform&-a evaluations from

public record after a predetermined i,. f satisfactory

performance.

Section 205 further defin, ct th, responsibilities of

OPM in giving technical assistance to agencies and for

reviewing performance appraisal systems developed by any

agency to ensure that they meet the requirements of the CSRA.

It allows OPM to delegate most personnel authorities to

agencies subject to OPM approval.

3. Title III Staffing

This reform changes certain aspects of the system

for examining, selecting and retaining or transferring

employees. Under provisions in sections 301 through 306 of

the new law, first-time managers and supervisors will be

required to serve a probationary period before their appoint-

ments become final. In section 307 it provides additional

benefits for disabled veterans (30% or more) and eliminates

"veteran's preference" for non-disabled veterans which pre-

viously gave them an edge over civilian applicants for civil

service jobs.

20
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Section 308 sets a limit on dual pay (civilian

and military) for all retired members of uniformed servies.

The act provides for civil service information through the

U.S. Employment Service, a minority recruitment program in

each agency and a temporary limit on total Executive branch

employment in sections 310 and 311, respectively.

4. Title IV Senior Executive Service

Title IV establishes a Senior Executive Service (SES)

which will include GS-16 through Executive Level IV or their

equivalent in the Executive Branch. The SES is structured

to allow greater flexibility to the Federal government in

using the abilities of top executives productively.

Sections 405 through 408 base compensation and retention

on individual and organizational performance, taking into

account improvements in efficiency, productivity and quality

of work or service. SES executives may be reassigned to

other positions within their own agencies, but may not be

involuntarily transferred to other agencies. Those removed

from SES for inadequate performance are guaranteed either

a GS-15 position (or equivalent) without loss of salary

or can take early retirement.

5. Title V Merit Pay and Cash Awards

The new law provides a merit pay system for super-

visors and managers of grades GS-13 through GS-lS which ties

merit pay increases to individual and organizational

21



performance and not to length of service. Employees

covered under sections 501 through 504 of this act will

no longer receive automatic within grade increases.

Managers are guaranteed at least 50% of annual comparability

pay increases authorized other equal white collar employees.

Agencies are required to develop plans to award

merit increases, basing their decision on formal appraisal

systems approved by OPM. All managers and supervisors in

grades GS-13 through GS-15 will be brought into the merit

system no later than October 1, 1981. No employee will

suffer a salary loss in the conversion to the new system.

The act also provides both agency and Presidential cash

awards up to $25,000 for suggestions and accomplishments.

6. Title VI Research, Demonstration and Other Programs

Sections 601 through 603 authorize OPM to conduct

and support personnel management research and to carry out

up to ten demonstration projects at any one time. It also

extends the mobility programs authorized by the Inter-

governmental Personnel Act to include additional types of

organizations and individuals. The act authorizes all

Federal agencies to adopt the Merit Systems Standards as

a personnel requirement for grants to States and local

governments and abolishes a variety of statutory personnel

requirements related to grant-in-aid programs.

22
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7. Title VII Labor-Management Relations

Sections 701 through 704 reforms include a number

of new provisions which are to clarify the roles and responsi-

bilities of labor organizations and which, modestly, expand

the scope of collective bargaining, including covering many

statutory appeals by the negotiated grievance procedure.

Employees will have a right to union representation when

examined by management representatives in investigations

where the employee reasonably expects disciplinary action

may result. The General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations

Authority may prosecute unfair labor practices.

8. Title VIII Grade and Pay Retention

New grade and pay retention provisions, contained in

section 801, provide for saving grade and pay for employees

who would lose their grade or salary because of a reduction

in force or reclassification action. Employees placed in

lower grades as a result of these type actions would retain

their current grade for two years. At the end of the two-

year period their grade would be reduced; they would retain

their current rate of pay indefinitely, receiving one half

of general increases until the pay schedule catches up.

9. Title IX Miscellaneous

This provision, containing sections 901 through 907,

includes details for a study on decentralization of govern-

mental functions, savings provisions and authorization of

appropriations. Also included are statements on Presidential

23



remaining unaffected except by express provisions and

reorganization plans. This section sets effective dates

for provisions of the CSRA. Most provisions became effective

in January 1979, with others effective in July 1979, and the

balance becoming effective in October 1980 (veteran's

preference) and October 1981 (performance appraisals).

C. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL REQUIREMENTS

One of the major prerequisites of the CSRA, contained

in Title II, section 203, is a complete revision of the

performance appraisal provisions. Other major sections

build upon this requirement by basing retention, pay and

performance awards on the required performance appraisals.

Section 405 of Title IV requires that the results of

performance appraisals provide a basis for determining

retention in the SES and for the SES performance awards.

Title V, section S01, requires that performance appraisals

be the basis for determining merit pay adjustments. The

issues discussed in Title II apply to all civilian Federal

government employees and other titles are directed toward

only SES and merit pay employees.

The former government-wide requirement for performance

ratings, which was based on a three-category, adjective-

oriented system (outstanding, satisfactory and unsatisfactory),

was repealed by the CSRA. The difficulty involved with

assigning an employee a rating of other than "satisfactory"

24



has been rescinded. The Performance Rating Act of 1950

provided that no employee shall be rated "unsatisfactory"

on his or her annual performance rating without a 90-day

written warning and a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate

satisfactory performance [Ref. 33]. The new system attempts

to shorten the time and effort required to evaluate employees

without affecting the rights of the employee.

The need for reform of performance appraisals is based

on the needs described as follows [Ref. 34]:

1. The old system was not based on perfunctory per-
formance but on employee traits.

2. Performance criteria were not objective.

3. Lack of a relationship between performance and
mission accomplishment.

A comparison of performance appraisal requirements under

the old system and those changed by the CSRA is shown in

Figure II-1 [Ref. 35].

Under the new provisions of the CSRA there is no one

right system to use in evaluating performance of employees.

The act permits each agency to develop a system or systems

which fit its needs. As stated in the CSRA (Title II,

section 203), each agency shall develop one or more per-

formance appraisal systems which:

1. Provides for periodic appraisals of job performance
of employees;

2. Encourages employee participation in establishing
performance standards; and

25
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3. Uses the results of performance appraisals as
a basis for training, rewarding, reassigning,
promoting, reducing in grade, retaining and
removing employees.

According to the CSRA the new system should allow the

agency to:

1. Establish performance standards which will permit
the accurate evaluation of job performance on the
basis of objective criteria related to the job in
question for each employee or position.

2. Communicate to each employee at the beginning of
each appraisal period the performance standards
and the critical elements of the position held by
the employee.

3. Evaluate the employee each period on the
established standards.

4. Recognize and reward employees whose performance
so warrants.

S. Assist employees in improving unacceptable per-
formance.

6. Reassign, reduce in grade, or remove employees
who continue to have unacceptable performance
but only after an opportunity to demonstrate
acceptable performance.

An additional provision of the CSRA requires an agency

to remove poor performance reports from an employee's

records if upon being advised of his or her unacceptable

performance, the employee's performance becomes acceptable

and remains acceptable for a period of one year.

D. SUMMARY

The component parts of the CSRA are based on merit

principles that stress the human factor. The merit

principles call for the efficient and effective use of the
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Federal workforce. The CSRA attempts to embody this concern

for human resources by requiring that each individual be

judged in a fair and equitable manner by a performance

system that is individually tailored to fit the job he or

she holds.

The CSRA requires each agency to develop one or more

different performance evaluation systems to meet its own

specific needs. Each job is to have performance standards

and critical elements formally designated. The development

of the appropriate systems will be difficult, but even more

difficult to overcome will be the indifference of civil

servants, both subordinate and supervisory personnel, to

the evaluation process (Ref. 36].

While the provisions of the law provide for separate

systems for dealing with higher executive levels of civil

service employees, Merit Pay and SES, the importance of

evaluation of all civil service employees is stressed.

There are only approximately 9,000 employees covered by

the SES and another 72,000 covered under the merit pay

system (Ref. 37]. The other employees, a majority of which

are GS-12 and below, also require performance evaluations.

This thesis is primarily concerned with the civilian

employees that hold supervisory positions in Navy field

activities, generally in the range of GS-9 through GS-12

ratings. As previously stated, standardized performance

ratings should be required to ensure that competitive
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equality between comparative positions is maintained.

However, the CSRA requires that performance standards be

fit individually to each position. The military manager,

whose primary interest and expertise may not be in the area

of civilian personnel management, will need simple and easily

understandable methods of deciding goals and objectives for

each position that he or she supervises. An understanding

of the CSRA, outlined earlier, will greatly assist in this

process. The reader should keep the CSRA requirements in

mind as Chapter III arrays a variety of performance evalua-

tion methodologies.
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III. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SYSTEMS

A. GENERAL

The new statutory requirements for performance evalua-

tions under the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA), pointed

out in Chapter II, are basic and similar to other modern

performance appraisal systems. For example, the require-

ments, discussed in Chapter II, call for periodic evalua-

tions based on objective criteria, with the critical elements

and performance standards for the position held to be

communicated to the employee prior to the appraisal period.

This approach underlies many of the approaches covered in

the professional literature.

The focus of this thesis is on the establishment of

these critical elements and performance standards for specific

positions. The development of objective criteria and methods

of quantifying levels of performance in a suitable format,

simple and easily understood, is necessary to derive the

desired results. The interest in this chapter is directed

at how different non-CSRA related appraisal systems measure

performance.

To examine all the possible types of performance

appraisal systems suggested in management literature is

not the objective nor the intended scope of this thesis.

However, in this chapter the author does include descriptions
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of various general categories of performance evaluation

methods. These are methods that experts in the area of

personnel evaluation use to classify the evaluation systems

frequently used in both the public and private sectors

[Refs. 38, 39, 40].

These major methods will be discussed with regard to

their main characteristics, advantages and disadvantages,

and their applications. The discussions for each method

will be based on writings by experts in the area of per-

formance appraisal methods. Along with each method dis-

cussed will be an informal comparison, made by this author,

of the characteristics of the system under discussion and

the criteria for performance appraisal required by the CSRA.

B. CHARACTERISTICS OF A "GOOD" APPRAISAL SYSTEM

According to Lazer and Wikstrom (Ref. 41], there is a

general agreement among performance appraisal proponents

and critics that there are certain characteristics which

are the essence of a good appraisal system. Absence of these

characteristics is generally cited in the criticisms of poor

systems. Other sources also mention "essentials" or

"requirements" which need to be addressed in the development

and implementation of appraisal methods [Refs. 42, 43, 44].

The rationale behind each of these sets of characteristics

appears to depend on each author's approach to management,

behavioral or results-oriented, which could account for the
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inclusion or deletion of various elements in each source.

However, the four basic tenets described by Lazer and

Wikstrom are all included in some manner by the other authors

cited above. Descriptions of these four characteristics

are provided below, along with discussions, by the author,

of how these characteristics fit into the performance

evaluation requirements of the CSRA that were described in

detail in Chapter II.

1. Reliability and Validity

Reliability refers to the consistency with which the

appraisal measures anything, including performance levels.

A system should be reliable in that the evaluation of an

employee's performance is independent of the person doing

the appraisal.

Validity applies to the particular uses that are

required of the system. For example, a system may be relia-

ble, but, in the case of promotion decisions, it may not be

valid, failing to include information on the employee's

potential performance for future jobs.

Under the CSRA, performance standards are to be

based on objective, job-related criteria agreed upon by both

the supervisor and employee. This suggests to this author

that the measure should be both reliable and consistent

as required.

The CSRA requires that new appraisal systems be

suitable for filling the many and varied needs and
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requirements of personnel management. They are to be the

basis for decisions to train, reward, assign, promote,

demote, retain and remove employees. The new systems will

thus be required to evaluate many facets of a position to

ensure its validity in making these decisions. There are

critics who are of the opinion that appraisal systems which

attempt to achieve multiple results from a single system

are invalid [Refs. 45, 46]. Attempts to meet all the needs

which the CSRA desires weaken the performance appraisal

system. It appears that the current thinking of management

and the critics cited above is directed toward each system

being tailored to one particular objective which is being

sought.

2. Job Relatedness

There is a general requirement for appraisal

systems to accurately measure the employee's performance.

This in turn requires that the criteria on which judgment

is to be made should be relevant and important to the job

being performed. The criteria by which the performance is

to be measured should be the result qf an analysis of the

position held.

Similarly, the CSRA requires the establishment of

performance standards which will permit the accurate evalua-

tion of job performance on the basis of objective criteria

related to the job in question for each employee or position.
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3. Standardization

Performance evaluations are sometimes used as a

basis for comparing employees who are not always connected

with the same part of the organization. To ensure con-

sistency and comparability standardized evaluation forms

are generally used. Systems that lack standardization are

5us.ceptible to bias on the part of the evaluator and

different interpretations of what performance is being

judged.

Standardization is not a requirement under the CSRA.

Each individual agency is required to establish appraisal

systems that fit the general requirements of the CSRA. It

does not specifically state that appraisal systems within

agencies should be standardized by position. The fact that

the CSRA requires that the supervisors communicate at the

beginning of each appraisal period the performance standards

for that period and encourages employee participation in

establishing these standards would indicate to this author

that, even if a standardized form is used, a certain amount

of flexibility will be required.

4. Practicality

The appraisal system itself should be simple and

understandable. If the personnel who work with the system

find it difficult to understand it may not be used properly.

There are also legal ramifications if the system were to
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have an adverse impact on employees protected by minority

rights or unions. There is potential danger if the system

is made too simple. If it fails to consider enough charac-

teristics and traits on which to base judgment of performance

then it does not serve any valid purpose.

The basic guidelines prescribed in the CSRA leave

the design of the system up to the agency, but it specifies

several required characteristics such as critical elements,

performance standards and objective criteria. However, the

number of purposes the systems are required to provide

information for could make the task of designing a simple

system a little more complex.

Other sources, taking a more behavioral-oriented

approach, also include characteristics of communication and

participation. There is a comparable feature of the CSRA

which encourages employee participation in setting objec-

tives and standards, and periodic briefings on how performance

objectives are being attained.

In general, it appears that the CSRA requirements

for performance appraisal systems are in keeping with the

characteristics required for what experts call a "good"

appraisal system. The fact that the CSRA deliberately

leaves the details up to individual agencies in order to

allow them flexibility in suiting their needs puts the onus

on each agency to develop a "good" system [Ref. 47].
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C. METHODS FOR APPRAISING PERFORMANCE

Authorities 3urveyed for the material used in this

chapter tend to agree that the development of an effective

performance appraisal system is one of the most difficult

areas for an organization to manage. Management can

establish policy and define specific duties and specifica-

tions for each employee, but pitfalls are encountered in

attempting to define "performance," factors to be rated,

standards or rating scales and in training supervisors in

proper administration of the systems.

Judging results of individual performance is seen as

the link between organizational goals and organizational

achievement (Ref. 48]. Figure III-i [Ref. 49] demonstrates

the attempt made by agency managers to direct individual

employee performance into organizational goals through

performance evaluation systems. Organizational goals are

broken down into various job-related objectives; the results

they supply can be used to judge adequacy of individual

performance.

This section deals with various types of performance

evaluations generally recommended by experts in the area of

personnel management and many used by organizations in both

the public and private sectors. Appendix B contains sample

formats demonstrating various types of performance appraisal

systems previously published by The Conference Board, Inc.,

in a book of performance appraisal by Lazer and Wikstrom
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[Ref. 50]. Samples from other sources will be noted as

they are described.

The major categories of performance appraisals discussed

in management literature are basically the same among

sources surveyed for use in this thesis. The same names

are used in most cases, and the characteristics and traits

listed are similar. The differences lie in each author's

approach and method of classifying evaluation procedures.

Figures 111-2 [Ref. 51] and 111-3 [Ref. 52] demonstrate

these differences.

Figure 111-2 divides methods of performance appraisal

into two types, the person-oriented approaches and the

results-oriented approaches. The author, Lopez [Ref. 53],

defines the person-oriented approaches as systems that assess

the employee directly, focusing on his or her personal

traits and style of performance. The results-oriented

approach emphasizes the performer's end product.

On the other hand, Lazer and Wikstrom make no such

distinction between approaches to performance appraisal in

their evaluation of various methods. Their evaluation is

based on the frequency with which each method is usvd in

the private sector, the premise being that the most success-

ful systems are the dominant ones in use by private enter-

prise. Figure 111-3 is an excerpt from a survey, performed

by Lazer and Wikstrom [Ref. 54], listing the approaches
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Middle Management
(208 companies)

Number of Percent of
Companies Companies

1. Objective setting or MBO 110 53%

2. Essay (free form) 76 37%

3. Ratings

Conventional or graphic 33 16%

Behaviorally anchored 17 8%

4. Critical Incident 30 14%

5. Checklists

Behavioral 23 11%

Trait 23 11%

Forced Choice 9 4%

6. Rankings or Comparisons

Straight ranking 16 8%

Alternation ranking 4 2%

Forced distribution 28 13%

Paired Comparison 4 2%

Figure 111-3
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most frequently used to evaluate performance of middle

management personnel.

Due to the general agreement of experts on charac-

teristics, advantages and disadvantages, and applications

of the six methods of performance appraisal included in

this chapter, specific references will not be made to any

particular author. The following discussion of performance

appraisal systems is based on three sources previously

referenced, Lazer and Wikstrom, McMillian and Doyel, and

Lopez.

Included at the end of the description of each performance

evaluation method is a discussion of the applicability of

the system to the requirements of the CSRA for performance

evaluation. This discussion is based solely on this author's

opinion of the various methods and their suitability to

the requirements of the CSRA. These discussions refer

frequently to CSRA requirements for performance evaluation

taken from Title II, Section 203, of the CSRA which were

previously discussed in Chapter II, Section C, of this

thesis. Specific references are not noted separately but

are included in the material cited above.

The methods discussed herein will be presented in order

of the frequency that they are utilized by companies in the

private sector (Figure 111-3). This ordering is the result

of a survey conducted by Lazer and Wikstrom (Ref. Sl.
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1. Management-by-Objectives (MBO)

a. Major Characteristics

The rationale behind MBO is that performance

can best be measured by comparing the results of the

employee's performance with the intended performance. MBO

stresses the establishment of goals to be reached in a

certain period of time, and the measurement of performance

against the expected achievement of those goals. In some

texts [Ref. 55], it is described as a four-step process.

These four steps are outlined below. Figure 111-4 contains

a representation of the cyclical process as described by

the four steps.

Step 1. The individual manager and his or her immediate
superior confer about the proposed goals. They ultimately
agree on the goals for the period and break them down
into a set of objectives that will lead to attainment
of the desired results. The final set of objectives
should be challenging but attainable.

Step 2. The manager and his or her immediate superior
confer about the proposed goals. They ultimately agree
on the goals and break them down into a set of objectives
that will lead to attainment of the desired results.
The final set of objectives should be challenging but
attainable.

Step 3. The manager goes to work, doing those things
necessary to attain the objectives he or she has
agreed upon, utilizing an established timetable with
interim milestones to monitor progress.

Step 4. At the end of the period, the manager's
performance is appraised on the basis of his or her
achievements. Consideration is given to the way in
which he or she worked toward the objectives, as well
as to whether these were reached. On the basis of the
period's results, another set of objectives is drafted
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MBO CYCLE

Figure 111-4
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for the next period. Figures B-1 through B-4 of Appendix B
show variations of the MBO formats.

b. Advantages

The advantages of MBO include the fact that it

is more objective than most forms of evaluation. It focuses

on the results and achievements of goals and objectives, not

on the more subjective characteristics of the person. MBO

assists in clarifying the requirements of the job in

question and in setting priorities among objectives.

Additionally, by periodic review and updating of goals,

MBO becomes a more flexible system which changes with the

needs of the organization.

c. Disadvantages

Among the several disadvantages of the MBO

system is the fact that evaluations, which vary depending

on the position, can lead to false perceptions of inequality

on the part of other employees. The system is susceptible

to the use of varying standards to establish performance

objectives. MBO must be established in conjunction with

other management planning systems. Failure to establish

these relationships can lead to the setting of unrealistically

low goals which ensure the attainment of goals.

Many companies find the MBO approach difficult to

set up and establish properly (Ref. 56]. It is very time-

consuming to administer MBO goal setting which requires
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extensive training on the part of participating managerial

personnel.

d. Applications

The MBO method is primarily recommended for the

supervisory and senior level positions which warrant

individual goal setting. It is also recommended for use in

programs that involve incentive awards in the private sector.

e. Applicability to the CSRA

The similarity between characteristics of MBO

and the requirements for performance appraisal of the CSRA

have prompted many government agencies to use MBO as an

approach for developing individual performance standards.

Its dynamic approach suits the need for flexibility in

government [Ref. 57]. As previously stated, MBO is more

applicable to supervisory and higher level tasks, more so

than positions that are fairly routinized and where per-

formance is more quantifiable and easily measured.

2. Free Form, Essay or Open-Ended Approach

a. Major Characteristics

This method will be called the free form method

in this thesis. It is basically simple and generally has

little or no format. The supervisor is required to assess

the employee's overall performance and describe the good and

bad points in narrative form. There are three principal

variations of the free form approach, the pure free form
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just described, the critical incident method and the

prompted free form. The critical incident method, due to

its wide use in business, will be discussed separately.

The prompted free form is the variation where the narrative

assessments are written for preselected areas. Appendix B,

Figures B-S through B-7, show various examples of how differ-

ent formats are applied.

b. Advantages

Supervisors have a free rein with the free form

approach. The semi-structured prompted free form limits

the writer to some extent, depending on the intricacy of

the questions; however, it still allows a great deal of

latitude and flexibility in writing the evaluation. The

approach does not force supervisors to conform to certain

attributes which they may feel have no bearing on per-

formance. It allows supervisors to emphasize those points

of performance that they feel are pertinent to the job at

hand.

c. Disadvantages

The free form approach tends to be somewhat

difficult to administer to large groups. The method, which

is entirely subjective, tends to eliminate the possibility

for comparison of employees due to varying standards. In

the area of salary administration and incentive pay this

method does not provide the necessary ratings.
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Authorities state that the method, which is

heavily dependent on the writing skill of the supervisor,

tends to induce a "halo" effect. The free form method can

be very time consuming. Some companies have the policy of

specifying a particular minimum length with the feeling

that too short an evaluation cannot encompass total

performance.

d. Applications

As previously stated free form is not suited

for salary administration or incentive pay programs. Its

typical use is in conjunction with other approaches to

assess promotability and personal characteristics of

interest but not included in other parts of the evaluation.

Subject to the writing skills of the immediate supervisor,

free form is suitable for all levels of employees.

e. Applicability to the CSRA

The free form format, in itself, does not appear

to conform to the requirements of the CSRA. The major

discrepancy is that the CSRA requires objective criteria

in order to establish performance standards. The free form

method is subjective, although the scope of the subjectivity

can be limited somewhat by the prompted free form format.

It does possess characteristics that would allow it, in

conjunction with another approach, to provide information

for purposes of employee development and promotions.
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3. Ratings

At one time the use of numerical rating systems

was the primary method of evaluating employees. This

conventional rating system used rating scales to measure

to what degree an employee possessed various traits or

characteristics. Conventional rating systems are now

ranked below MBO and free form approaches in use according

to a survey by Lazer and Wikstrom [Ref. 58]. Among the

several sources surveyed by this author there are at least

three types of rating systems used today, the conventional

system already discussed, the performance-based ("behaviorally

anchored") rating scale and the responsibility rating system.

a. Major Characteristics

(1) The conventional rating system consists of

job elements or factors and scales divided into steps, usually

between five and nine steps. The rater then attempts to

assess subordinates' performance by indicating the degree

to which the subordinate accomplishes or possesses each

factor.

(2) The performance-based rating scale requires

that the performance level for each position covered is

defined in terms of the work task itself. Scale values are

determined through research for each factor of the position

included. Appendix B, Figure B-8 [Ref. 59], contains an

example of a performance description used for performance-based
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rating scales. Figure B-9 of Appendix B illustrates a

different type of performance-based rating scale. Some

experts recommend that this approach incorporate the

"critical incident" method to determine which aspects of

job behavior are most important to measure.

(3) The responsibility rating appraisal method

requires that position descriptions for each position

include all major responsibilities and standards of

performance. Supervisors and employees annually review the

position descriptions and set standards as needed. Periodic

reviews are scheduled. The employee is rated on the

responsibilities defined in the position description. The

responsibilities are used as factors on the rating forms

and anticipated achievement levels are recorded for com-

parison with actual performance. The rating scale is usually

on an "outstanding-superior-average" basis and comments

are to be included free form at the end of the evaluation.

Appendix B, Figures B-10 through B-18 contain some exmaples

of conventional and responsibility rating appraisal systems.

b. Advantages

(1) The conventional rating system's main

advantage is in its simplicity. The format is easily

understood and easy to administer. It is particularly

advantageous when a large number of employees are to be

evaluated in a short period of time.
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(2) The performance-based rating scale consumes

a great deal of time and effort for the initial development;

however in general, this is thought to be a benefit to the

system because the users of the scale are apt to be better

acquainted with its use and more deeply committed to

ensuring that evaluations are accurate. The performance-

based rating scale tends to eliminate a good deal of the

bias normally associated with rating scales. With stated

measures of performance levels in the scales, the super-

visor grades an employee's performance so that it can be

translated into adjectives such as outstanding or superior

work. The scales tend to eliminate the differences between

different supervisors' perceptions of what a rating such

as outstanding means by forcing them to use established

scales.

(3) In the responsibility rating appraisal

method the rating factors are part of the individual job

description, but the rating scales are the same for all

employees. Again, as with the performance-based rating

system the initial development of the system consumes time

and effort. However, an established system requires nothing

more than incremental changes and occasional updating.

c. Disadvantages

(1) One of the major problems with the conven-

tional rating scale is vagueness. The factors are not

suitably defined and their interpretation is left open to
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the supervisors. This introduces bias and decreases the

comparability between employees. The scales, also, may not

be made clear. The supervisor then sets his or her own

point of reference and again the bias is increased and

comparisons between employees are not accurate.

(2) Another drawback is the "halo" effect.

Supervisors tend to let the rating on one factor influence

all other job factors. In other words, the evaluation makes

it look like the employee is either good at every aspect of

his or her job or poor at all aspects. Another problem

that originates with the supervisor administering the

evaluations is that they tend to group employees so close

together in the ratings that it is difficult to differentiate

between the good and bad performers. They do not allow for

a spread so that performance can be distinguished. This

also may be the fault of the scale; if not enough steps

are included the performance evaluations for all employees

would be so close together that no distinction in performance

could be made.

(3) The main disadvantage of the responsibility

rating scales comes from the fact that it is based on the

position description for each position. Although two jobs

are similar, the position descriptions may be quite different.

For example, two secretarial positions would basically have

the same position descriptions even if they were located in
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different departments in the same organization. If the

nature of the operations in each office required each

secretary to perform factors not included in the basic

position description, each individual's position description

would have to be altered to include the new factor.

d. Applications

(1) The conventional rating scale is generally

used in organizations where there are numerous lower level

employees to be evaluated. Pay and promotion are not

usually based on this appraisal method; however, poor

performance records can hinder advancement and step pay

increases.

(2) The performance-based rating system is most

readily applied in situations where there are a large number

of employees in a specific job. It is then feasible to

establish clearly defined performance levels.

(3) The responsibility rating method is most

useful in organizations where each job is described by a

well-written detailed position description. It is also

appzopriate in situations where employees hold the same

position in which duties are largely repetitive. The system

can be used for pay administration, but since it applies

to the current job held, it is not necessarily acceptable

for use in promotion decisions.
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c. Applicability to the CSRA

(1) The conventional rating scales do not

specify the critical elements and performance standards for

each individual position as required by the CSRA. The

standardized format does not appear to eliminate the

subjective opinion of the supervisor that is called for

in the CSRA under objective performance measures.

(2) The performance-based rating system appears

to meet most of the criteria of the CSRA. It specifies

critical elements and objective measures of performance.

It is also tailored to each individual position. Like

the other systems it does not appear to cover all the areas

required by the CSRA. Performance-based rating scales apply

to current performance and therefore are not valid for

decisions concerning promotions.

(3) The responsibility rating method is com-

paratively the same as the performance-based rating scales.

It meets most of the requirements of the CSRA, but is appli-

cable only to decisions concerning current performance.

4. Critical Incidents

a. Major Characteristics

The critical incident method is, as already

discussed, one of several essay or free form approaches to

performance evaluation. It involves a continuing review of

performance in order to assess the employee's handling of
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certain incidents, called critical incidents, due to their

relative importance to the job. Performance is given either

a good or bad rating based on how the employee handles these

particular incidents. The person doing the rating uses a

basic essay method of describing the employee's performance.

The narrative must be concisely written, giving a clear

indication of whether the performance in the incident can

be termed either good or bad; no middle-of-the-road explanation

is acceptable. In many organizations, the supervisor just

maintains a log with a record of any critical incidents that

occur during the period so that they may be taken into con-

sideration for writing the annual evaluation.

b. Advantages

The critical incident method tends to eliminate

the vagueness characteristic of some essay type appraisal

systems. It gives the individual writing the evaluation

various points to focus the narrative on and ensures that

performance throughout the period is recorded, not just the

performance in the last month prior to evaluation.

c. Disadvantages

The disadvantages of the critical incident method

are the same as those of most essay formats. It is time-

consuming, biased by the subjective opinion of the super-

visor, and tends to depend on his or her writing ability.

Many managers tend to forget to maintain their records or

logs accurately due to time pressures. By clearly defining
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specific incidents, the evaluation could tend to focus on

bad performance. Bad performance and mistakes are often

more noticeable than continued good performance.

d. Applications

As with the free form or essay methods, critical

incident reporting is not suitable for salary administration

or incentive pay programs. It is suitable for all levels of

employees.

e. Applicability to the CSRA

The critical incident method does not appear

to meet the requirements of the CSRA. While it does

establish critical job elements that must be monitored, it

fails to use objective measures of performance. Instead it

relies on the subjective opinion of the supervisor to deter-

mine if the performance in question is considered good or

bad.

S. Checklists

a. Major Characteristics

The checklist method also has three variations.

The basic form of all the checklist approaches is to rate

performance on various traits, behaviors and characteristics

that are included in the checklist. The three methods are

the simple checklist, the weighted checklist and the forced

distribution checklist. To use the forms the person

appraising performance simply checks off those items that

apply to the individual being evaluated, except in the forced
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checklist where the item that most closely describes the

employee's performance has to be chosen from a group of

several items that could apply.

The main difference in the various checklist

approaches is in how the lists are developed. The simple

checklist just lists all those elements deemed critical to

the position the employee holds. The weighted checklist is

a more difficult approach. An individual familiar with each

position must develop weights to be applied to the critical

elements in the checklists. The weights are based on the

priority of the traits listed relative to the job being per-

formed. The weights basically serve to distinguish the more

important requirements from requirements that should be

included for informational purposes but are not necessarily

as important to job performance.

The forced-choice checklist forces the appraiser

to choose the item that is either the most descriptive or

least descriptive of the employee performance. As with the

weighted checklist, this approach must be developed by

persons familiar with each job to which the system applies.

The design of the system is complex, but the resultant pro-

duct is simple to use as are all checklist approaches.

Figures B-19 and B-20 of Appendix B contain examples of the

checklist format.
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b. Advantages

All the checklist approaches are simple to use.

The "halo" effect is minimized because there are no degrees

of variance. The employee either possesses a particular

trait or he does not. Bias is essentially eliminated because

all employees are evaluated on the same scale, using the same

form. The items on the checklists are also not narrowly

defined and allow interpretation by the administering

supervisor.

c. Disadvantages

In most cases the traits listed are general and

do not relate to any specific job. It requires a large

amount of time and effort to develop different checklists

for each individual position or group of jobs. The raters

can also introduce their own standards ino the method thus

making it unreliable for comparative purposes. Many of the

checklists developed also tend to emphasize personal charac-

teristics of the individuals and not their job performance.

Both the weighted checklist and forced-choice

checklist require extensive knowledge in the area of statis-

tics to develop appropriate weights and indexes to scale

the traits listed. In most cases, consultants and management

experts are required. The fact that final scoring techniques

are not revealed to the supervisors writing the appraisal,

but are arrived at by either computer or trained personnel,

sometimes lessens the cooperation required for the success
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of the system because the supervisors may feel that the end

product does not reflect their initial evaluation.

d. Applications

This method is best applicable in lower level

positions where it is unrealistic or impractical to set

performance standards. The jobs concerned are not necessarily

routinized and/or there is difficulty in obtaining quantita-

tive measures of performance,

e. Applicability to the CSRA

While the checklist approaches tend to focus on

critical job elements as required by the CSRA to some degree,

they do not include performance standards for the employees

to meet. They do not appear, in some cases, to possess

the desired flexibility and there is no interaction between

the employee and his immediate supervisor in setting the

objectives to be followed during the evaluation period.

6. Ranking Techniques

a. Major Characteristics

Most employers usually tend to compare or rank

their employees against each other either formally or in-

formally. Formal ranking techniques do not allow any two

employees to receive the same rating as do other evaluation

systems. Comparisons are made based on either an overall

evaluation of an individual's performance or on different

characteristics and critical elements included in the

evaluation. The ranking does not indicate the performance
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level of the employees concerned; it basically gives a

relative comparison of their standings against each other.

There are two approaches normally used in ranking employees.

The straight ranking system basically takes the whole group

of employees and places them in rank order. The alternation

approach is based on the premise that it is easier to

identify extremes than differentiate between marginally

different employees. In this method the evaluator chooses

the best performer, then the worst performer, then goes back

and chooses the next best and next worst and so on. A

sample of alternation ranking procedures 's provided in

Appendix B, Figure B-21.

b. Advantages

These systems tend to group employees in

categories of best, average and worst employees. This

appeals to some managers who desire to know who they can

work with and develop more fully.

c. Disadvantages

These systems provide no information about

the employees such as how they perform, their respective

jobs, what aspects of the job are the poor performers fail-

ing in, and they give no information on what was the expected

performance.

d. Applications

The most viable application for this method is

in an organization that uses a pay-for-performance salary
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administration. It is undesirable in other situations

because it cannot be used for any purpose other than identi-

fying the best, worst and average employees. It is not

effective when a small number of employees are involved.

e. Applicability to the CSRA

This system does not meet the requirements

of the CSRA due to the fact that it reveals no information

on individual performance.

There are numerous other methods of performance

evaluation available that are variations of the systems

previously outlined, some with modifications that may make

them somewhat unique. The methods presented here provide

the basic background and information needed to understand

what purpose each type of system serves. A summary of the

characteristics of each method and its applicability to

requirements of the CSRA, as discussed by this author, is

provided in Figure 11-5.

D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The requirements of the CSRA imply that evaluation

systems are to encompass all situations likely to occur in

personnel administration that could require an evaluation

of performance. The information resulting from the evalua-

tion will have to produce data for two types of decisions

(Ref. 60]:
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1. Those in which the employee's performance is
compared to the standards set for the
position.

2. Those-in which comparisons must be made among

individuals.

The requirements of the CSRA do not, in themselves, limit

the number of evaluation systems that can be utilized to

cover the needs of each position. Most evaluation methods

used are generally a combination of several types to allow

both a standardized, objective assessment of employee

performance and the supervisor's assessment of the reasons

for the individual's success or failure in the job. These

performance evaluation systems are custom-built so to speak

by combining several of the methods outlined earlier into

what is commonly termed the "multi-method" approach [Ref. 61].

The multi-method approach is typically applied when no

single procedure can produce valid and reliable data to serve

all the purposes management requires of its performance

evaluation system. It is used when no single procedure is

applicable to every individual position within the group

being evaluated. This approach can combine two, three or

four methods in order to tailor the evaluation systed to

fit the characteristics of the organization in which it is

to be applied. Again, simplicity should be kept in mind to

ensure correct use of the system and minimal error.

Although use of the correct performance appraisal method

for each job eliminates the unreliable and invalid aspects
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of performance appraisals, there are other pitfalls which

should be noted in order to avoid error [Ref. 62].

All terms used in the evaluation should be clearly

defined to eliminate the different interpretations that

supervisors could use. To some supervisors the term per-

formance could denote "results," while to others it may

mean "effort expended." Another distinction that must be

made is whether it is "progress" or "proficiency" which is

to be rated.

Other areas to be careful of have already been

mentioned such as the job-relatedness of the factors

being evaluated and ensuring that each job is accorded a

separate set of factors that describe it fully. These items

are important to note because the development of a good

performance evaluation system requires the time and attention

of many people. All the time spent could result in wasted

effort if the end product does not fill the required needs.

According to all the literature surveyed by this author,

virtually all organizations should use separate performance

appraisal forms for management personnel and other employees.

The upper level evaluations are required to be more concise

and contain more information than those for lower level

workers. These systems should entail not only evaluations

on current job performance, but additional information in

other areas such as leadership, organizational and planning
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skills and assessments of potential strengths and weak-

nesses relevant to promotion decisions.

Under the CSRA the different levels of workers are

separated by the service designations given to the upper

and mid-range managers by the SES and Merit Pay Systems

as discussed in Chapter II. The performance systems covering

all employees not covered under these two plans should be

divided into two separate categories, one covering the

lower level employees, GS-9's and below, and one covering

supervisory personnel not covered under Merit Pay, the GS-10

through GS-12's. These positions are held by personnel

who are, for the most part, potentially promotable to the

upper ranks. They are also a very important link in the

organization structure for any agency. These positions

bridge the gap between the workers and the planners.

Again, the intent of this thesis is to apply the

performance evaluations concepts previously discussed in

order to demonstrate what type of evaluation is required

to adequately evaluate these middle positions. Chapter IV

will now do this through the use of three job areas of field

comptroller departments.
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IV. THE NAVY COMPTROLLER ORGANIZATION

A. GENERAL

In the first stage of this thesis the author has

reviewed both the requirements of the Civil Service Reform

Act (CSRA) of 1978 for performance appraisal and the various

methods of evaluating personnel. Now, in the second stage,

the author attempts to demonstrate how the basis for

standardized criteria for evaluation can be developed for

Navy-wide application to fit specific job needs of the

Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCOMPT).

The author begins this chapter by establishing the

relationship between the internal policy requirements of

NAVCOMPT and the comptroller of a field level activity. The

chapter then demonstrates how the impact of the CSRA,

established in Chapter II, can be dealt with utilizing

established guidelines of the Navy Comptroller Manual

(NAVCOMPT Manual) and requirements and policy of the local

activity.

B. THE NAVY COMPTROLLER ORGANIZATION

Passage of the CSRA has affected virtually all Federal

government agencies. As previously discussed in Chapter II,

the one section of the CSRA that has implications on prac-

tically all Federal government employees is the section on

performance appraisal that covers all non-Senior Executive
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Service (SES) employees [Ref. 63]. Figure IV-l [Ref. 64]

depicts the impact of CSRA provisions for performance

appraisal on the continuum of performance elements that

constitute the whole of an agency's mission.

A brief summary of the establishment of the comptroller

function, from r. ;earch by James E. Pledger [Ref. 65], is

used to introduce the organization structure to be examined

in this chapter.

The office of NAVCOMPT was established on June 1, 1950,

by the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV). This action marked

the formal implementation of Title IV of the National

Security Act Amendments of 1949 within the Navy, a law which

was enacted to promote uniform budgetary and fiscal procedures

throughout the Department of Defense (DOD). Prior to this

the initial functions of comptrollership in the Navy were

treated as collateral duties rather than as formal staff

positions.

Within the Department of the Navy (DON) NAVCOMPT is the

responsible office for financial management policy. NAVCOMPT

is also the responsible agency for developing and issuing

standard functional guidelines for field comptrollers who

are periodically reviewed to ensure that they are providing

comprehensive services to their respective commands [Ref. 66].

NAVCOMPT provides professional guidance and direction

for financial management functions throughout DON. Authority

and responsibility, designated by law and from the Secretary
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of the Navy (SECNAV), are exercised through established

command channels. Overal guidance and direction are provided

through the NAVCOMPT Manual, related naval handbooks, and

NAVCOMPT instructions and notices [Ref. 67].

The NAVCOMPT organization is continually assessing policy

and procedures to ensure that its mission is being carried

out effectively. As a result of this review procedure, the

major interaction between NAVCOMPT and field organizations

is in the form of written NAVCOMPT instructions and/or

notices which alter existing procedure. Alterations range

from small items which "fine tunc" to major modifications

that require extensive c.hange [Ref. 68].

The duties and responsibilt-ies for each division and

level of the comptroller are well defined within the NAVCOMPT

Manual as depicted in Figure IV-2. The manual further

specifies actions for which field activities are responsible.

Provisions are made to allow for differences in command size,

such as consolidation of divisions and for the type of fund

administration required, such as Navy Stock Funds (NSF)

and Navy Industrial Funds (NIF). The NAVCOMPT Manual

specifies that the details of organization will be tailored

to fit the local need [Ref. 69].

In responding to the CSRA and its new provisions for

performance evaluation, NAVCOMPT would like to determine if

applications of performance appraisal systems can be utilized

Navy-wide for specific positions [Ref. 70]. In order to make
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this determination this author feels that the consistency

between the responsibilities of field activity comptroller-

ship, as stated in the NAVCOMPT Manual, and those respon-

sibilities resulting from local command policies should be

compared.

According to Deputy Director, Office of Personnel

Management, Jule Sugarman [Ref. 711, requirements on manage-

ment are established internally (by agency policy, i.e.,

NAVCOMPT) and externally (by substantive legislation,

appropriations, Presidential policy, and Government-wide

regulations). Management's requirements result in organiza-

tional goals, budgets and work plans which in turn can be

assigned to various divisions and then be reduced to and

expressed in individual performance elements, standards and

measures for the managers and supervisors. In this chapter,

the author uses the internal requirements for field activity

comptroller departments established by NAVOMPT and delineated

in the NAVCOMPT Manual. These are associated with position

descriptions (PD's) and the field activity's interpretation

of job requirements to establish critical job elements, thus

fulfilling the external requirements of the legislative

statutes of the CSRA.

In order to provide a basis for comparison with actual

functions performed by the comptroller department and

individual positions within it, the author briefly describes,

in the following sections, the formal functions of the Navy
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field activity comptroller department as delineated in

the NAVCOMPT Manual.

C. THE FIELD ACTIVITY COMPTROLLER ORGANIZATION

Since the initial implementation of NAVCOMPT authority

comptroller organizations have been established, according

to the NAVCOMPT Manual, in offices, bureaus, commands and

other field activities where the size, scope, and complexity

of fiscal operations justify the need. Field activities

supplying information used in this thesis include naval

air stations, naval air rework facilities, naval supply

centers, education and training commands, and several other

service type installations.

Although all civil service positions will be affected

by the CSRA, the number of job positions within the

comptroller department are too many and varied to be covered

in a single thesis. The comptroller department organiza-

tion chart depicted in Figure IV-3 is shown to give an idea

of type and number of civilian positions typically found in

a field activity comptroller department. Only three super-

visory positions, which are common to most field activity

comptroller departments are examined in this chapter. These

positions are those of the budget officer, the accounting

division supervisor, and the supervising internal auditor.

These three positions involve organizational relationships

which require managerial expertise in addition to technical

abilities.
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COMPTROLLER DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

ISecretary
/ I~ Deputy Comptrollert

Support Services Supv. 3 Clerks

S t4 Auditors

-- Supv. Fin. Anal st 2 Analysts, 3 Techs.

Budget Officers 5 Analysis

S v. Oper. Acct

--Approp. Acct. Supv. 6 cc. ecs

J 6 Acct. Techs.

Fin. Inventory Sup. 7 Acct. Techs.

-Payroli supv.

Supv. Payroll 6 Clerks

Fiscal Acct. Supv. -7 Clerks

Total Civilian Personnel a 55

Figure IV-3
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According to the NAVCOMPT Manual, except for internal

auditing, most of the comptroller functions are being per-

formed in all headquarters and major field commands.

Budgeting and accounting duties at the field activity level

may be broken down by the divisions as described in Figure IV-2.

In smaller activities a less formal organizational structure

is required and the functions of budgeting and progress

reporting can be accomplished within a single organization

entity. In activities which do not perform official account-

ing, memorandum records are reconciled to the accounting

reports produced on behalf of the activity by the designated

Authorized Accounting Activity (AAA). Although internal

control is not a new function of comptrollership, it has

recently rtceived renewed emphasis due to the need for

tighter efficiency and economy in operations.

The functions of comptrollership that this thesis is

concerned with are outlined in the NAVCOMPT Manual,

Volume I, Chapter 2, article 100, as follows:

1. General

The basic functions of comptrollership should be

performed by or for every naval activity, regardless of the

complexities of financial management.

2. To Provide an Integraded System for Financial
Management

An integrated system for financial management is

established, coordinated and maintained by the Comptroller
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or cognizant personnel in order to provide the Commanding

Officer with the factual data essential for effective

management control of operations. The Comptroller is

responsible for:

a. Technical guidance and direction of financial
matters throughout the organization as a staff
service to the Commanding Officer;

b. Maintenance of a classification of the programs
administered and their objectives and a current
inventory of budget plans and program schedules;

c. Budget formulation, review and execution;

d. Collection of obligation, expenditure, cost, and
other accounting and operating statistics data;

e. Review of program performance against the
financial plan;

f. Promotion of economy and efficiency in the
performance of assigned programs.

3. Budgeting

Personnel engaged in budgeting provide technical

guidance and instructions for preparation of the budget.

They review requirements and justifications for the various

programs and prepare estimates of the cost thereof and com-

pile the annual budget and other budgetary data as required

by authorities in the review cycle. They recommend distri-

bution of available funds and civilian personnel to programs

within the command and revisions thereof; issue funding

documents reflecting approved distributions of available

resources; analyze variances from the budget plan and

recommend remedial action where appropriate; determine
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areas where desirable reprogramming may be effected;

initiate action to adjust financial plans to available funds

and, when required, submit requests and justifications for

additional funds.

4. Accounting

At the field activity level, accounting personnel are

responsible for:

a. Maintenance of required accounting records of obliga-
tions and expenditures against allotments and project
orders;

b. Preparation of accounting reports both for local
management and for submission to higher authority;

c. Maintenance of cost accounting operations, plant
property records and financial records of inventory
transactions of all classes of property and submission
of all property returns;

d. Supervision and performance of timekeeping operations;

e. Maintenance of civilian pay, leave and retirement
records and preparation of civilian payrolls.

In accordance with the applicable policies, regula-

tions and procedures, personnel engaged in disbursing perform:

f. Functions of payment of civilian payrolls, receiving
and depositing collections and, when authorized,
the payment of military payrolls, public vouchers
and the issuance of savings bonds;

g. Maintenance of the required disbursing records and
the preparation and submission of disbursing
reports and returns.

S. Internal Review

Internal review (e.g., financial review, analysis and

trouble shooting) is a responsibility of command and will be

performed at all installations. It will not impinge, however,
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upon the functions of internal audit which are the responsi-

bility of NAVCOMPT. The priacipal functions of internal

review consist of:

a. Conducting special studies, analyses, and
investigations of comptroller areas for the
purpose of promptly detecting and correcting
troublesome and unsatisfactory conditions in
connection with established financial practices,
procedures, records, accounting systems, state-
ments, and reports;

b. Performing audits of nonappropriated fund
activities;

c. Rendering assistance in correcting deficiencies
which are revealed from time to time by internal
audits conducted by the Director, Naval Audit
Service or by reports, analysis, observation or
other means;

d. Adapting and participating in the installation
of approved financial and accounting systems
and procedures;

e. Developing and coordinating financial programs,
procedures and controls, such as programs for
checking labor and material distributions;

f. Rendering advice on matters of organization
and staffing within comptroller areas;

g. Maintaining liaison with, and providing assistance
to, internal auditors of the Director, Naval Audit
Service assigned to perform continuous, periodic
or integrated audits;

h. Performing a review of civilian timekeeping and

payroll functions anually.

These guidelines, issued from higher authority are

defined more narrowly at the field-level activity and

tailored to fit the local situation. Goals for the depart-

ment result in a set of specific descriptions of individual
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positions, each with a set of defined duties and responsi-

bilities which should reflect the expected organizational

accomplishments for the comptroller's department [Ref. 72].

One key issue is whether it is possible for a manager

to have control of the situation so that accountability can

be demanded. Performance appraisals for supervisory personnel

generally focus on those duties of planning, organizing and

scheduling work. Supervisors are also rated on their per-

formance of personnel management, labor relations and Equal

Employment Opportunity (EEO) requirements [Ref. 73]. In

order to ensure the goals of the division supervisor are

in line with the departmental goals, as previously stated,

there needs to be a link between goals and required

performance.

D. POSITION DESCRIPTIONS AND CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

Internal command policy regarding position requirements

is promulgated in a position description, more commonly

known as a PD. Classification standards are issued by OPM

as standard guidance to govern all Federal government

employees and are administered at the local and/or cognizant

civilian personnel office. Classification standards consist

of job standards for every position covered under occupa-

tional and job series. The standards are compiled, revised

and updated by OPM executive branch direction.
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1. Position Descriptions (PD's)

The importance of the PD in documenting duties and

responsibilities, consistent with the job being performed,

should not be underestimated. It is on the basis of the PD

that a position is matched to "classification standards"

and the grade level assigned [Ref. 74]. A PD, as defined

in Appendix A, is "an official written statement of the major

duties, responsibilities, required skills and supervisory

relationships of a position... Although the basic function

is not evaluative, it can be helpful in arriving at a list

of job elements for performance."

A distinction that should be made clear is that

while duties and responsibilities indicated by the PD are

useful for determining job elements, they are not extremely

useful in developing performance standards. The duties and

responsibilities in the PD reflect what work is done.

Performance standards describe how well the work is done

in terms of speed, accuracy, etc. [Ref. 75].

According to Sugarman, with the CSRA, agencies will

have to decide whether to include performance standards and

critical elements in their position descriptions or to

develop separate statements. In his opinion, the most

realistic choice is probably to develop separate statements.

Regardless of which approach is taken, the employee's PD

and job classification must be consistent with the critical
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job elements and performance standards used to evaluate the

individual performance. Agencies taking personnel action

based on inability of an employee to reach minimum performance

standards in critical elements will be required to produce

evidence that the employee knew what was expected and that

the expectations were job-related. Therefore, agencies

should adequately document both standards and critical

elements [Ref. 76]. In order to establish critical job

elements the supervisor should make a thorough review of

what the employee is doing and what the supervisor requires

the employee to do. If there is some difference between

what the employee is doing and the PD, then the PD should

be corrected to show that it is actually assigned to the

employee [Ref. 77].

2. Classification Standards

Classification standards are predicated upon a

number of characteristics being relatively uniform to the

particular job under consideration [Ref. 78]. Figure IV-4

demonstrates the relationships that evolve to the final

classification of a job and the corresponding responsible

entities.

Classification and qualification standards for each

type of occupation within the Federal government are set by

the Standards Development Center in OPM. The selection and

review of various occupations and job series is conducted
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Figure IV-4
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by the Center with agency participation. The agency's role

in this area includes [Ref. 79]:

a. Soliciting suggestions for occupations and job
series to be reviewed.

b. After the occupations and job series are selected,
agencies are then requested to participate in a fact-
finding survey.

c. After the standards are drafted, the Center solicits
comments and suggestions from agencies.

d. After review and analysis of agency comments, the
final standards are then issued.

The grade level criteria used to assign a particular

grade level employee to a position are: organizational level,

organizational complexity, and scope of operation and partici-

pation in the designated mission [Ref. 80].

A PD is prepared by the immediate supervisor of the

position being described and reviewed within the department

before submission to the local civilian personnel office for

classification action. Classification is with regard to

a grade level position within a particular job series such as

technician, clerical, analyst and so on in a particular

field. The PD is measured against classification standards

to see which particular set of standards are the most closely

related. The standards are based on grade level criteria

which are common to all similar positions in the Federal

service. The grade level of the position to be assigned is

based on the standards matched, emphasizing the importance of

a well documented, accurate PD.
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Classification of positions is not an exact science.

There are standards for every occupational and job series

within the Federal government covering some 2.5 million

government service employees. The end result is that

classifiers must "shoe-horn" PD's to fit the best or most

applicable standards [Ref. 81].

Mixed occupational jobs, which are very prevalent

at small activities where one employee combines several

positions, usually require that the most predominant

standards be used to assign the grade-level. Mixed positions

are also found at large commands. These usually combine

technical expertise with administrative positions. In

most cases the paramount requirement is usually the highest

grade. The primary interest is in finding the standards

which best fit the positions since the classifications are

used for recruitment. A misassigned grade level could dis-

qualify the best qualified person for the job rRef. 82].

E. FIELD ACTIVITY SURVEY

1. Data Collection

In order to determine if the job requirements of the

three positions studied were consistent among field activi-

ties, the author conducted telephone and personal interviews

with comptroller departments and civilian personnel offices

(CPO) and requested copies of applicable PD's from 10

activities surveyed. At the request of several of the
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participating activities locations of positions identified

will not be revealed. The author cnsures complete confi-

dentiality by using numbers in lieu of names to distinguish

between activities. The 10 activities were selected

judgmentally by this author because of travel constraints.

The contents of the PD's reviewed by the author will not

be revealed unless they pertain to the discussion of the

determination of critical elements. No statistical

inferences will be made from this data.

2. Surveyed Results of Data Collection

Ten field level activities, of varying sizes and

with different missions, submitted their local PD's for

supervisory accountant, supervisory internal auditor, and

budget officer. Figure IV-5 is a compilation of the

information received by job series classification and grade

levels of the positions under discussion.

The variation in grade levels assigned in each

category is based on criteria previously discussed such as

size of activity and complexity of operations. The diversity

of occupational series, most notedly in the accounting

positions, is apparently a direct result of the organizational

structure. The internal auditor function has little variation

from command to command. The budget officer, in some cases,

is the result of combining offices such as budget and finance,

budget and management officer, and budget and fiscal officer.
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SURVEY DATA

SUPERVISORY SUPERVISORY
ACTIVITY OPERATING INTERNAL BUDGET

NO. ACCOUNTANT AUDITOR OFFICER

1 GS-341-15' GS-150-9 GS-560-13

2 GS-505-152  GS-510-14 GS-505-143

3 GS-341-114 GS-510-9 GS-560-13

4 GS-52S-8' GS-S10-12 GS-560-12

S GS-S10-14 GS-510-13 GS-560-14

6 GS-510-11 GS-510-12 GS-560-12

7 AAA6  GS-510-9 GS-560-11

8 GS-S10-11 GS-510-12 GS-560-13

9 GS-510-12 GS-510-12 GS-560-12

10 GS-510-12 GS-510-11 GA-510-12

Exceptions to Headings:

'Management Control Department Head

2Financial Manager

3Director of Budget and Fund Administering Division

4Deputy Director, Regional Finance Center

'Supervisory Accounting Technician

'Accounting Function Performed by Authorized Accounting
Activity

Figure IV-5
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In the accounting area, this situation also exists.

In addition, there is a definitional problem. At smaller

commands the accounting position is non-existent with those

functions being performed by the Authorized Accounting

Activity. Mid-size activities are more autonomous and have

the accounting function supervised by an accounting pro-

fessional that comes under the title of supervisory operating

accountant, which are of the job series that this thesis will

study. Much larger commands, which administer a more complex

mix of funds, have different procedures and require an

administrator or resource management function in addition

to the accounting expertise. The combined positions result

in various occupational series that are also contained in

this review. Although there may be supervisory operating

accountants located at these large activities, they do not

have responsibility for the accounting division. This thesis

is interested in those supervisory positions which have the

respinsibility for division performance.

3. Additional Information

Both telephone and personal interviews were con-

ducted with all activities surveyed in order to obtain theiT

assessments of the implication of the CSRA on their systems

of performance evaluation. On the average, the activities

were non-committal and very few had taken any action to

change existing methods pending guidance from higher authority.
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Several interesting items were revealed that this author

considered relevant to the issues at hand. They are cited

here in order to provide contrast and in order to demonstrate

potential future action that can be utilized or considered

by other activities.

One command indicates that under the CSRA the

importance of the PD has increased. Command policy

dictates what form PD's are to take. During one point in

time this particular command operated on individualized PD's;

in other words, each employee position was described by a

separate PD. If there were five budget analysts, the PD for

each of them was different to suit each and every differen-

tiated detail of the job. Then, command policy was changed

in an attempt to standardize job requirements. A standard

PD was used to cover all five budget analysts (all of the

same grade level). The reason for the change appears to be

that the command was attempting to streamline operations in

the Civilian Personnel Office. After passage of the CSRA,

command policy again changed, this time back to individualized

PD's, in anticipation of the performance appraisal require-

ments of the CSRA.

Another interesting fact that arose during the

course of the interviews was the difference in the present

evaluation procedures among commands. Some commands tend

to leave methods of performance appraisal up to the

individual departments; others have promulgated guidance
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on how to evaluate civilian employees. As a result there

appears to be a wide variety of methods utilized to actually

evaluate performance, all of which basically result in the

proper blanks in the standard form, Figure IV-6, being

filled in with no indication of the actual procedure used.

One activity said that the immediate supervisor

has total responsibility for rating subordinates. The basic

method is to render a subjective opinion on the subject

employee's performance and place check marks in the appro-

priate categories. According to civilian employees inter-

viewed, the only time the performance evaluation would

really make a difference was if a marginal or unsatisfactory

evaluation were given. This would, in effect, make the

employee ineligible for his or her quarterly step increase

(QSI -- permanent step pay increase) and also ineligible for

cash awards for sustained superior performance (SSP -- I

reward/award payment). Figure IV-7 [Ref. 83] depicts per-

formance/appraisal relationships.

Another department at a different command takes a

more serious approach to performance appraisal. The depart-

ment uses a system which utilizes the forms shown in Figures

IV-8 and IV-6. The matrix-type form in Figure IV-8 is a

conversion document. It relates job elements, contained

in the PD of the employee being evaluated, to appraisal

characteristics of the formal, standardized appraisal

document shown in Figure IV-6. The purpose of the matrix
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is to establish a direct link between what is required of

the individual vis a vis the PD and the performance appraisal

system. The matrix basically shows which PD elements are

applicable to which appraisal characteristics. This break-

down is made on a one-time basis for use during evaluation

periods and is updated upon change to the PD.

The advantage of this system appears to be that the

evaluator pays more attention to the evaluation process,

and both the evaluator and the employee being evaluated

are more aware of how performance is rated in terms of per-

formance elements.

Another interesting method of performance appraisal

that this author came across is no longer in use by the

department from which it was obtained. The origin of the

form could not be determined. It is introduced here

because the author feels that it is relevant to the subject

of performance evaluation under consideration in this

thesis. The approach appears to be a multi-approach method

that utilizes a trait-based rating scale and Management-by-

Objectives (MBO) approach.

Figure IV-9a is the first page of the evaluation.

The employee is rated, subjectively by his or her immediate

supervisor in four major appraisal characteristics which are

divided into various traits, defined in Figure IV-10. If

the employee is in a supervisory position, two more
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UtflltaZZom or APPI"ISL CHAIACTEUSTIUS

Professional Competence

Jdeet- The cbility to sake decisions or form opinione based a given
data or lntoruemiec and a good understanding of particular situations.
£omma

Insas - The ability to analyze and understand rhe imer nature of
problem. The ability to recognize-problem aspects beyond the obvious.

Comolance with Instructions - The ability to respn to instructions
effIciently and in a tinely sonner without being cold more then once.
Owce a supervisor Logosma instrucioo, he should not have to follow up.
if employee does mot understood the ioasm of tke Instruction or the requeeeed
T" gM _q . be should question it. I emloyee com roommoer Verbal
Instructions. he should take mooo

Accurac, of Vork - Includes techeica accuracy sad grmicaL
eccuracy (for written work). Be LODZ sure your work is accurate. Salk
assistance f rom peers. Sevre of Copying previous wort; it is not Always
accurate.

VrIte/Oral gxsesion - Ablity to comuicate effectively. Oral
expression requires two-way cammications. Be sure all pertiee uderwend.
Waritten emprslom should flow logicalLy and be gramaically correct.
A logical order Ls; facts (meck owed), * scussioa. Recomoaie or
conclusions.

Prometneas in Cooeis slmat - Be sure you lows what coletion
date have been established. Prioritize your work. Negotiate 1GW a if you
feel you cemnt e then and don'te wait unilL the last miutce i

Creativitv is Problem Solving - Ability to apply insative or imonaciw
solutions to problem resolution rether then always rely Lag o m - solutions;

ha.solutions my not apply to unique problem. Therefore, you ms
he ImSaintie ad have the ability to do origial work to resolve unique
problem.

"F dm-Ability to utilize sgimerlag tehaqus nd
Prot porte seie~oed tasks.

AbiJ4Wcm Wo osrt ih ose/Other toareee - Requires a knowledge
of th MN rannaim mIecsalFroopuesIbilities in order to understand
eaternal Perceptions. Ablity to be sysathect to the problems of others
and diploomei in deaIagS with the"e problems.

Figure IV-10A
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Work abits

Com isteassa of Work - Ability to consider and complete #U aspects of
assigned casks and co recognize the tocal impact of sol"uCous. (ea. &ON,
ODK, a. ASO -UTS~sO .

nat~a~tive - The abi.iy to chink and act wl.choux being told. Applies
specifically to perforunce of assigned casks when Sivan only general
direction and guidance.

-olum f Vork Produced - In the absence of a specifically mesurable
product. this characeristic is measured as productive mo-hours. Stay on
taski Mialie '"buLl sessions , 

"day dreaming". coffee breaks., eta.

leaculs of Co aeced Work - Primsily the ability so produce legible

md oderly softare.

Growth Potental

Abilit to OrT mnize - PrImrlIT project organist"aon includLag task
dmecfiprI*=s scbedultng, fumdiag projection and status reporting. Also
coaidered L the ability to orgalsm and mgo your time so that all assigned
tasks show a measure of progress vice only the ones with the highest priority.

Coordinate Projects - Ability to perfors andlor coordinate performance of
all project tasks so that the project is completed o and within budget.
To secomplish projects efficiently, you abeolutely rAn identify, describe.
schedule end soultor Aa project tasks amd subtasks.

Desire o Accet Resonsbilicy - Strictly a measure of whether or not
an employe i= additionaL respoesibilities In asetned aren or ares
of interest.

Self Devmlmnt - A measure of what employee is doing to improve
skills at work mador o his M cio.

AdatabLity

Acesaance of 1 tieslrocedufes - Ability to adapt to ever-chaging
policies and procedures. Include accepting. remebering, and implementian
am policies and procedures (cecholmal and admnistrative).

Prformae ,-der P eure - Ability to resist intimidation and panic.
Ability tdo a olete ad accurate job when schedule@ are tight.

Ai mula~a - Ability to deal prmptly and effectively with r le ',

and to be t f pre us e mpeience sad orga aticoeal heowLedg
whre to so to get the job domsel

ILIJJames - A masure of how, readil or willinely assigmenc ace
accepted. Do you volunteer for usassigned tasks?

Figure IV-10B
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characteristics are included in the evaluation. The employees

are provided with their own copy of Figure IV-10 to ensure

that they are aware of the definitions of the traits on which

they are being graded. After performance is rated on the

scale ranging from unsatisfactory to outstanding, the

resvIts are surveyed. Those areas in which the employee

received his or her lowest marks are then prioritized with

respect to importance to overall performance. In the last

column, the deficient traits are assigned objective numbers

in order of priority, with one being the highest priority.

The supervisor then turns to the second part of the evalua-

tion, Figure IV-9b, which implements the MBO portion of the

evaluation.

The supervisor decides on objectives that the employee

needs to meet in order to improve performance to a more

satisfactory level in those deficient areas. Assignments or

courses or other developmental experiences designed to assist

the employee in improving present job performance are

recommended by the supervisor. The overall performance

and suggestions for improvements are combined in this method.

The evaluation for the next period then considers the goals

of the previous period and whether or not they were

accomplished.

The author feels that this method has advantages

over the present standardized evaluation because it includes

most of the present evaluation system, and adds the MBO part

h 9.9



which provides for the supervisor's assessment of what the

employee needs to do to improve his or her performance. The

biggest disadvantage of the system is that it is basically

a trait-approach and does not consider the job itself, nor

does it include any quantitative performance standards.

One of the commands surveyed had taken extensive

actions to implement a program which fulfilled requirements

of the CSRA. The comptroller department had taken the

initiative and had contacted OPM's Western Regional Training

Center, requesting information and training on the proposed

methods of performance evaluation. The result of this

action was a "Performance Standards Workshop," conducted

by the Western Regional Training Center, which explained

the requirements of the CSRA in relation to performance

appraisal. The workshop demonstrated methods of preparing

duty statements for use in determining critical elements and

performance standards.

The training resulted in implementation, within the

comptroller department, of descriptive job statements for all

employees. Those descriptions for the positions of interest

in this thesis, supervisory operating accountant, supervisory

internal auditor and budget officer, are contained in Figures

IV-ll, 12 and 13, respectively. The statements include three

to four duty statements which encompass the duties and

responsibilities of the job. These statements are typically
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referred to as job elements. Those job elements considered

critical for satisfactory job performance are indicated

by an asterisk (*) and are commonly termed critical job

elements. The performance standards and measures are based

on that individual command's policy, procedures and objectives.

Figure V-14 is the coversheet used to ensure all cognizant

personnel are aware of the expected performance.

In this author's opinion, this apparent desire to

describe a position by as few elements as possible serves

no useful purpose. The author feels that the complexity

of a job should be taken into account. The oversimplification

would not allow for separate consideration of detailed, but

less prominent tasks. Small tasks in themselves could be

critical to satisfactory performance and should not be

buried beneath the more highly visible ones.

F. SUMMARY

The intent of this chapter was to demonstrate the degree

of correlation between positions of the same type that are

located at different Federal government activities. In

order to do this the Navy Comptroller organization was

described from the agency level down to specific positions

found at the field level. Figure IV-4 summarizes the

relationships discussed in this chapter.

The second part of the chapter contained descriptions

of various procedures followed at different activities. This
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Department Head: Iapprove the performance standards for
thi.s employee.

Siqnature Date

Supervisor: I have discussed the performance standards with
the unployee and provi.ded hi/her with a copy.

SiLqnature -- at

Employee: The Supervisor has C~scussed bhe performance
standards with me and provided me with a copy.

Siqnature D--a-te

Figure IV-14
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was provided to demonstrate why the need for a flexible, yet

standardized, evaluation system exists. The following

chapter will demonstrate how a flexible procedure which

meets the requirements of the CSRA can be devised by the

field activity within standardized guidelines.
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V. ANALYSIS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. ANALYSIS

1. General Discussion

The second stage of this thesis established the

existence of basic relationships that make the possibility

of Navy-wide applications of standardized performance

appraisal criteria a viable proposition. The third and

final stage requires an examination of the content of the

position descriptions (PD's), classification standards and

Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT) requirements described in the

previous chapter. It is at this juncture that these factors

can be utilized to deal with the Civil Service Reform Act

(CSRA) requirement for the establishment of critical job

elements.

The author surveyed the PD's, classification

standards and NAVCOMPT requirements for each of the three

positions studied in order to develop a list of potential

critical job elements for each position. It should be noted

that the elements derived in this chapter are not all-

inclusive. There will be variation, from activity to

activity, due to the previously discussed factors which

also cause the difference in PD's. The critical elements

derived in this chapter are those that this author con-

sidered relevant to a position. The intent of this thesis,
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as stated earlier, is to demonstrate how critical elements

can be derived.

2. Critical Areas

It is this author's contention that managers need

to build or identify target areas in which to assess perform-

ance. A complaint which this author has heard voiced

repeatedly in the past and again during the course of research

for this thesis was that an employee may excel in some areas

and be totally lacking of the skill required in others. This

tradeoff is sometimes difficult to deal with in evaluating

that employee's performance under the present evaluation

system. Another version of the same complaint is that a

particular person has been "promoted to the level of his or

her incompetence." It is generally recognized that an

expert technician does not necessarily make a good supervisor,

etc., but the promotion system may not allow for anything

else. Performance evaluations should, in this author's

opinion, be directed at assisting that employee in dis-

covering his or her weak areas. Steps can then be taken

through an approach such as Management-by-Objectives (MBO)

to remedy the problem.

Figure V-1 illustrates how critical areas for posi-

tions are derived. These areas have been determined by f
comparison of the major job roles required in PD's (column A),

areas previously evaluated under the old trait rating system
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taken from the standardized evaluation form (column B),

and areas of concern when considering a person to fill a

position (column C).

Column A basically lists the six major areas of

positions which must be described in detail in a PD. The

areas are not listed in the same order as they are in an

actual PD. Column B lists the major sections of the

standard evaluation form, Figure IV-6, in which employees

are rated in areas based on traits vice work results.

Column C includes six critical areas that are probed during

personnel interviews for hiring persons for supervisory

positions. This information is based on a formal interview

with the Civilian Personnel Office at one of the activities

surveyed. Column D lists the terms that this author will

use to refer to these areas in the following sections.

It should be noted that no order of priority is

involved because failure to achieve success in any one area

denotes unfitness for the position, i.e., all areas are

equally critical.

3. Critical Elements

After determination of critical areas, the author

developed potential critical elements for each of the three

positions, supervisory operating accountant, supervisory

internal auditor, and budget officer. The procedure used

was to determine, in each area, that job element in which
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inadequate performance would make the person unfit to hold

the position. Inadequate performance would ultimately result

in a detrimental effect on the organizational objectives

and goals of the division as stated in the NAVCOMPT Manual.

The choice of PD's used to determine critical elements

in each category was basc- on the occupational and job

series classification. Only the PD's of the unfootnoted

positionsin Figure IV-5 were used in determination of the

critical elements, i.e., GS-S10 series for accounting, GS-510

series for auditor and the GS-560 series for budget officer.

The rationale for this is that since the job series are the

same, the basic critical elements can be used to evaluate

the position regardless of the grade level assigned. Those

i D's with the less frequently used (out of the surveyed

activities) job and occupational series will not be con-

sidered, but should be grouped with more PD's in the same

series in order to determine their basic set of critical

elements.

The critical job elements, chosen by this author,

are determined by their corresponding critical areas and

are shown in Figures V-2, 3, and 4. The elements were

designed to be stated in simple terms, based on a method

used by the Western Regional Training Center of the Office

of Personnel Management (OPM). Figure V-S summarizes a

worksheet format.
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SUPERVISORY INTERNAL AUDITOR GS-SlO-xx

Critical Area Critical Elements

1. Knowledge of Analyze financial systems in
job and required accordance with accounting and
programs auditing concepts

2. Performance Conduct special studies, analyze
of major duties and investigate comptroller areas,

e.g., financial practices, pro-
cedures, records, accounting
systems, statements, and reports.

3. Management/ Provide sound advice and
Organization guidance to management
support officials on correction of

unsatisfactory conditions dis-
closed by audits.

4. Supervisory Direct internal review and
ability audit staff in establishment of

audit program design, execution,
and evaluation.

5. Personal Maintain independence of judgment
attributes in the conduct of all tasksrelating to the job.

6. EEO Carry out requirements of
command EEO program and its
related Affirmative Action
program.

Figure V-2

U
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SUPERVISORY OPERATING ACCOUNTING GS-510-xx

Critical Area Critical Elements

1. Knowledge of Review and interpret con-
job and required cepts of accounting principles
programs. and procedures directed by

higher authority.

2. Performance of Conduct day-to-day operations
major duties in accordance with principles,

policies and objectives of
accounting system.

3. Management/ Advise management on action
Organization to avoid violation of account-
support ing principles and requirements.

4. Supervisory Organize, plan and direct work
ability performed by accounting

division personnel.

5. Personal Exercise professional judgment
attributes and discretion in regard to

suitability of information for
use by managers.

6. EEO Carry out requirements of
command EEO program and its
related Affirmative Action
program.

Figure V-3
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BUDGET OFFICER GS-560-xx

Critical Area Critical Element

1. Knowledge of Interpret financial program
job and required guidelines from higher
programs authority.

2. Performance of A. Control Budget formulation,
major duties presentation and execution.

B. P4V r technical pro-
cesvei ;'_,lved in budgetary
mavno,', A .g., review, analysis
aU ' , sts of variations
and r.t1Ons.

3. Management/ 'rovidc technical guidance and
Organization instruction for preparation of
support budget to all departments and

activities.

4. Supervisory Direct the review, compilation,
ability consolidation, preparation and

submission of the operating
budget.

5. Personal Maintain cooperation between
attributes -.. budget divisions and other

departments.

6. EEO Ensure requirements of command
EEO and its related Affirmative
Action program are carried out.

Figure V-4
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The number of critical elements per critical area

is usually one with the exception of budget officer which

has two under "Performance of Major Duties," due to the scope

and complexity of the major duties and responsibilities

involved in the position.

4. Performance Standards

The performance standards most appropriate for a

job element are those designed by the incumbent of the

position and his or her superior. The operating programs of

some activities are of such a nature that operations become

more difficult to a significant degree based on "factors of

special difficulty." When these special factors are found

in combinations, they can have a marked influence on the

grade level of the position assigned [Ref. 84].

When a specific position is assigned a higher grade

due to these factors the critical elements do not necessarily

change, but the performance standards should be changed to

reflect the additional requirements. Minimum acceptable

performance standards should also be increased to coincide

with the upgraded position. It is this author's contention

that the difference in grade level in a particular series

may cause a difference in performance standards expected of

the individual but not in the basic critical job elements.

In addition to the list of "factors of special

difficulties" the classification standards also list various

characteristics that a position should include in order to
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rate a particular grade level employee. These should also

be used in establishing performance standards. In some cases

they may affect critical elements. Each activity will need

to determine the standards most appropriate for the grade

level and type of position held by their employees.

The performance standard for a critical element

basically lists the action that is required to ensure that

the critical element is suitably performed. The example

provided in Figure V-6 is a modification of a standardized

format published in OPM's monthly journal Management

[Ref. 85]. For demonstration purposes one of the critical

elements from Figure V-4 has been used to demonstrate how

an element can be evaluated in measurable terms rather than

subjective non-quantifiable terms.

B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations were made

by this author as the result of analysis of the information

presented in the preceding chapters and of the analysis pre-

sented in this chapter:

1. The CSRA requires that performance appraisal results

be valid as a basis for training, rewarding, reassigning,

promoting, reducing in grade, retaining and removing employees.

These requirements may be too many for a single system to

encompass. As previously stated, several performance

appraisal authorities feel that each system should have only

120iv-
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one purpose. This author feels that the burden of that

would be too great for the number of requirements the CSRA

has for performance appraisal.

One viable alternative would be to have one or more

performance appraisal systems that have a common basis for

evaluation but can serve different purposes through different

formats. The determination of critical elements and per-

formance standards for positions, in quantitative terms,

could be used as the basis for each different evaluation

system and its specific purpose.

2. No single performance appraisal method, with the

exception of MBO, appears to fit all the requirements of the

CSRA. The MBO method is highly used in the private sectors;

however, the method is highly dependent on the persons

administering the program. Another viable alternative is a

combination of several performance appraisal systems in what

is called a "multi-method" approach. This method could

possibly fit the requirements of the CSRA, depending on

which systems were involved.

No one system can be called the best suited to the

requirements of the CSRA. The decision on which system to

use appears to be influenced by factors such as grade level

of the job, type of skills required and other job-related

factors. A supervisory position could be evaluated by an

MBO approach whereas a lower graded staff member might be

better evaluated by a rating-scale method.
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3. The intent of the CSRA is to decentralize personnel

management and allow agencies flexibility in order to

improve efficiency and economy. However, the decentrali-

zation should not necessarily apply within the agencies

unless so specified. The size of some government agencies,

such as the Department of the Navy (DON), may preclude

different systems at each activity. It would penalize

employees by affecting the mobility between activities and

upward to higher grade positions. Some form of standardi-

zation is required in order to have a comparative basis on

which to make required judgments between employees.

4. Classification standards are compiled by OPM for use

by all Federal government agencies. They are necessarily

written in general terms since they are used to classify

all Federal government employees within standard occupational

and job series. However, they are narrowly defined enough

within specific job series so that positions may be accurately

classified.

PD's are written to fit within certain classification

standards but are more detailed to suit the specific. -job and

activity. This author found little variation between the PD's

for the same positions at different commands. All PD's are

required to describe the jobs in terms of specific areas.

Since these standards are a common element at all DON

activities, they could provide the standardization needed for

performance appraisal systems for Navy-wide application.
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5. The old method of evaluating performance does not

meet the requirements of the CSRA for performance evaluation

due to the fact that it is a trait-based or adjectival

rating system instead of the performance-based rating system

required by the CSRA. Although the evaluation is considered

somewhat ineffective at evaluating job performance quanti-

tatively, it still attempted to evaluate various areas of

performance such as knowledge of job requirements and super-

visory ability. These are basically the same areas that are

described in PD's by job performance elements, and are also

essential skills required of a person filling a position.

Based on the fact that these areas are more common

to jobs than are critical elements, which are based on the

scope and complexity of the job, it may be advantageous

to determine several standard critical elements in each of

these areas to ensure that the whole variety of skills

required to perform a job are properly evaluated. The

individual activity could then decide which of the critical

elements best suited its position. It could also modify the

critical element somewhat to allow for any other differences.

6. The survey of activities conducted by this author

reveals that commands are attempting to describe positions

in terms of just three or four job elements with one or two

critical elements. It would appear that this attempt at

consolidation obscures elements of performance that may
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vary in degree of importance based on the area of the job

being evaluated.

This author feels that the attempt to describe a

job in as few elements as possible limits the scope of the

evaluation and serves no useful purpose. Job elements

should be concise so that the meaning is clearly understood;

however, as many as required to describe the important aspects

of the job should be included.

C. SUMMARY

In Chapter I of this thesis two questions were asked:

What are the critical elements of a position that are common

to all units within an organization? And how can these

elements be used to standardize performance evaluations and

still retain the level of flexibility required to promote

the goals of the CSRA? In order to answer these questions

this thesis has attempted to analyze performance evaluation

relative to the CSRA and its requirements. The result of

this analysis was then compared to requirements of specific

positions within Naval activity comptroller departments to

demonstrate how the concepts developed can be applied.

In an organization as large as the Department of the Navy,

an organized, methodological approach to performance evalua-

tion should be suggested in order to avoid confusion. It

appears that some degree of standardization is required

to alleviate this problem. Yet a completely standardized
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evaluation system is in direct conflict with the CSRA

requirement for flexibility in performance evaluation

systems.

This author contends that it is possible to develop a

standardized framework, based on critical areas, that can

be used to evaluate a position. In this thesis the author

has developed this framework and, within it, sets of potential

critical elements for three specific positions.

Flexibility in the system can be obtained by adjust-

ment of the critical elements to better fit the position at

each activity. The development of performance standards

for each critical element, as demonstrated by the author,

adds to the flexibility of the system. The onus is on each

command to ensure that the required realistic performance

standards are set for each position.
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APPENDIX A

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL: A GLOSSARY

(Excerpt from Management, Spring 1980, page 19)

JOB ELEMENTS. The functional components of a particular
job, including basic tasks and responsibilities.

CRITICAL JOB ELEMENTS. Job elements of sufficient importance
that performance below the minimum standard established
by management requires remedial action and denial of a
within grade increase and may be the basis for demoting
or removing that employee.

PERFORMANCE STANDARD. A measure of level of performance
Cor use in performance appraisal. Performance standards
are required for each of a position's job elements.
Standards may take into account such factors as quantity,
quality timeliness, accuracy, etc.

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL PERIOD. The period of time established
by an agency's performance appraisal system during which
an employee's performance is observed in order to make
a formal report of it.

PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK. Communication of the results of per-
formance appraisal by the supervisor to the employee.
Performance feedback in written form is now required by
law at the end of each performance appraisal period,
but supervisors are also encouraged to discuss appraisals
with employees in person.

POSITION DESCRIPTION. An official written statement of the
major duties, responsibilities, required skills and
supervisory relationships of a position. A position
description describes the job independent of the person
doing it., whereas performance standards describe what
is to be accomplished by the employee filling the job.
Position descriptions may be useful in arriving at a
list of job elements for performance appraisal, but
their basic function is not evaluative.
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APPENDIX B

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION-FORMATS

S C 0 A INDUS1IS INC.
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Figure B-i
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Job Til*_______________ Job Q-840 am Code

This evaaia covUrs %be period from_________ to ________

1. Zv.Lim*Oi UzGU~M6 asiduaU's p~asiaflC in rogad to 8oAle Previously

set. MaUtlg Lactaeo *uch as quaLity. quamity. creativity asd S8gaitionA.
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Figure B-6A
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Z. Areas where improvemflent is needed and suggestion@ for attainment:
(EncLuding use of company sponsored programs; i.e.. Tuition Aid.
the Affirmative Action Program. etc.)

3. Other remarks: (Attitude. appearance. cooperation. etc.)

4. For the time period covered by this ev e/ation the employee's performance has

be

L7 migitly Saisfactory F Satisfactory

/-7 Below Lpected Levels t7 Unsatisfactory

S. Employe comments (it aay):

6. Cwos and results to be attained and measured for new period (mutually agreed
to. realistically attainable, measurable)

Supervisor's Signature:__ Reviewed oy_.

Employee's Signature: Date:

Figure B-6B
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A Manufacturing Coinesiw

ANNUAL EMPLOYEE EVALUATION SUMMARY

om

040166ftSiaM, Ore.0

IANALYSIS OF PIRPORMANCE: Using the scale definitions shown below under Overall Rau"@g of Perfor-
mance. indicate vowe awarssal of the anglove ani echd oft he factors listed low Wy checking the approoriate
oftndeach factor. Use thle sacm provided under ec factor for any exalainstory continents you frlly, wish

AnsfNtadMishmem - Consider rmus achieved by tise eimoyse in termi of quisitity. accuracv. thorouglineui and
timalinses. and inadate tihe aniplovee's level of effectivenes an comglesting agreed to tasks and/or Io* , tis.

C WE aCaI C MR CMM (3FM C ? 0NA

Orlpmwassuft - Consi' thle effualoyse's effactaivenems in orerng and completing tasks according to priority.
kepeig r - - S suvant. providing support dots wheni need.& and indicate the emrplovee's level of effectiveness in
oanning and orgnssaing wafk.

0 RE aCE CN 0A 3MM CU FM (3? O3NA

Job K nowe - Consider the ainplow es skills and grao of work and proedures and indicate tile leve of till
employees so W iwledF end effectiveness in applying this knoweip.

a oNa CI a MR C M CPilo 0' ? NA
Indpenden Action - Consider tis shiloyee's ability to work with littles or no supesvision and indicate tile level of
effectivens in salili dinlsndont action.

CORe a CCE CMR aMM aP 0M a ONA

K~ey Results AiM- OOMeLne fnefy how the employeve convinbia to work unit's objectives.

OVERALL RATING OF P111111ON1MANCL Taiking aU 0ivaslen fa-te into consideaton (A cm sp m
* Orpuilamie. Jeb Kieilldge, fnrao-dw Actiial sling with anys" ca irgut w hic dithe aywiv helped or

idned the issplsyse, efleb one of the following I hose: Use,+ or - whla appi isame)

a R E Reay eSWied in owan" j"a reaiessm M Psterto meet obtrauariemen
(3 Ca Olarl one dle n. equieiim.20' Undeeramuwal: insufficient knowledg.
Q MR MGMso all jab aiemnt ands am expoetations. (3 NA Not applicalis.
03MM Mom ivilnuiess& miob rersme

Figure B-17
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Instrujctions: Check only those item that awe compltely characterisatic
of a mGm.?rs ok.

1.. States fats accura~tely in reports.

2. Waft is on schedue.

3. Ia patient vkge training MWv aimpoy.

4. Does not pereelve entire impat of solutions to problem.

. Give empoys" recolti. for aehivmnts.

6. 0. subordinates mlew and detailed iastructions.

T. Allows subJective factors to affect perception of subordinates' abilities.

8. Citicizen subordinates in front of other mloyess.

9. ?akes an interest in subordinates' personal problemi.

25. fthlitsa athoroug kawledge of .12. pasee of his or her vork.

~/This exhibit is a compoite of checklist items found on company appraisal
for.

FigUre B-19
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tnatructioa: Statamots desciptive of naloiaJ perfomanbe are gi~e
oalw in blocks of four. For each block of Otatnota Indicate wihich state-

mot La mset Like and Lest like the umagar being described. Place AatT
ithe approriate cvinbrsaket. e at eeeg'ow M i.±I@

Reeie cditrutv rt mwl

S Acepts the pnosofsadote
) C ) Quickly AaaLnrAa a aituatim

Coordinates the activities of late or her deartt
to facwltate Work flow

C C ) Us oainJ. knowleige of other dseprtwta '.1k

C oo throe eion 'ibs the gaing gets tough
C C C ~ eass himself or hersel~f *loewly and convacasog~

T IIng to Mae eeisIONS

C C C Chown bow to present a rpast with A~LI the fts

C C C C Ala folinee coam policies antd procedwste( I C) I"a a woll-oagamized approach to any problion
C C C Can Tat the iese %Csaw to Othera effCtiv.13

C. C C C an take costructive aiticisis without setting Navy
or Vaset

CC (C ~ ?waft into other pommela aft""s
C ) C ) LikeeUobe dectaions

CC :a physically enable to meat dinos of .ob
Gets -,=@ '.ll Vita other emloysea

C Irritated it a job baa to to rodon
(C C) Seif-coafneaot

C ) C One of the teo=

C ~o we Cv ) G bs w to UvLofability
Ueas materials before tiling the

C C C C Aateesiwe without aeigrutst
C C V.k is raeftl Ifterneld by perwasi buse~s

C ~ ~ I Co ( law thinker

C) (C Not at"" pmetual

ram e autbi is a """eits of fowced-choiood aateits fond an copan
"WpraL forin.

Figure B-20
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114lSTRUCTIONS FOR A~LTERNATION RANKING ON PRESENT PERFORMANCE

Read due istructions all the way through before rankerS anyone.

*On the other sid of thatsheerialt of employees. Ad ofthem my be perfinmng sufactoaly. but somearn
allncat cartaas to be doi a baster ob in shea own aspmant than are others in their aualpmnenit.

IYou may use youw ownt judpenst s to what likee one employe better duan atoither. Manny facto"s may be
considered: depaedabulity. ability to do ts vork. wilhipe to work. cooperaton. ability to gt along with people.

Iand any others which you theisk a= important. On maissg your dectson. use your own personal knowledge of the
i ndividuals and their work. Do no depend as dhe opuuans of others.

NOW PROCEED AS FOLLOWS.

A. Flis. dinda theai you oastiot rank:

1. Look over the list of atiinan the other side of that pap and daw a line through the namne of any peson
whse waek you do nag know, well.

.- Look over die list alph ad draw a line through the namie of any person we work in youw opsisno is so
diffrese from nMs of the 0thu that you do not tluok ha (or %he) cnbe comtpared with diee.

L. Second. re with yoorrankin:

1. Look over the las of mamsivg an and decide wich one person you think theo beet on the list. Droma
line writ i mm ad'e ma in the blank space markead ilSa at asde top of the pap.~

2. Look ovar the rnaig ose.s sand deie which oam prin to not a. good a. dr ohr=te onsawo islr Dow
a t tou# lis nasm and. wii it in thet bIaik spane marked "I-Lowest" at the bottome of the paV.
Rentembair. you are not saying dutha hes unsatsfactory; you are mrely saying that you conidr the others

1.Nt ale:tepesv you dunk abbanofd u thse * 04the 112L drawa line too*his mneiaid

wi. e iotin e blo siigpee ',d esi -: IbIssaet. hen" ou)sme e a isal

S.OAT blare e whi kn pee euslaiy e lmuegei deea idanu usee you. hee dOA r ause

~IMAT th ekoIti a A

Figure B-21A
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VAPOyg8 TOu N MAN90
to OT LAY? LoT 403 TH^" am . NO. _______________________

2-NEXT HIGHEST

3-NEXT HIGHES

4-NEXT HIGHEST

S-NEIXT HIGHEST

6-NXT HIGHES

7-NIEXT HIGHES

S-NOX HIGHEST

9-NXT HIGHEST

iO.EXT HIGHEST

t1-NEX HIGHEST

12-NEXT HIGHES

13-IXT HIGHEST

14-MEXT HIGHEST

lu-NEXT HIGHES

ISNEX LOWES

14-NEX LOWEST

13-NEXT LOWES

12-NEXTLOWES

11-NEXTLowEST

"UNET LOWES

3-NEXT LOWEST

1-LOWET 

Figure B-Z1B
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